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OF REFERENCE_ FOR THE CO
NDUCT OF THE_ ENQUIRY LN
TO TEE
IANAGEMENT OF CHILD CARE
IN ISLINGTON
Allegations of Staff Misconduct and
Inappropriate Treatment of Children
and Young
People
The Inquiry team should initially iden
tify and list all allegations of misconduc
t by staff
employed (currently or formerly)
by the London Borough of Islingt
on and of
inappropriate treatment, including neg
lect and abuse, of children accommoda
ted by the
Borough, including specific allegation
s by the London Evening Standard New
spaper in
November 1992 and December 1993.
1.2

The Inquiry team should check this list
against the Reports to the Council pro
vided by
101.11111111 and lialine dated Feb
ruary 1993, by SWIM and 111M1
11.11.
dated July 199.3,by.11111/11.1111..dated
February 1994 and finally by MO
S and
alleillaledated March 1994 and ide
ntify those allegations, the handlin
g
of
which
has yet to be fully and independently rev
iewed.

1.3

Where it is considered that allegation
s have been fully and independently rev
iewed, a
synopsis of action taken as a result sho
uld be prepared.
Review of Allegations

1

The Inquiry team should collate informa
tion in respect of each allegation and pre
pare a
clear chronology of events.

2.2

In respect of each allegation the Inquiry
team should comment and advise on eac
h of the
following aspects:-

ii
iii.

iv

Whether information indicates the pos
sibility of criminal activity i1 t does,
the
Inquiry must convey the information
to the Police without delay.
Whether the information indicates the
need for any staff disciplinary measur
Whether the information indicates tha
t measures are needed to protect childre
n,
or whether there should be specifi
c reviews by the Ares Child Pro
tection
Committee (under the guidance pub
lished by the Department of Health
in
"Working Together" under the Childre
n Act 1989).
Whether there are legitimate complaints
by, or on behalf of, children's services
users that remain to be resolved und
er the Council's complaints procedure
(established under Section 26(3) of the
Children Act 1989).
Whether the information indicates tha
t staff grievance procedures should be
invoked.

Hissing Files
The Inquiry team should rev
iew the investigation undertak
en for the Borough by NI
111111.11. (and completed in
February 1994). To the extent
that it has not been done
by 1111111111111111.11111. or
to the extent they consider it app
ropriate to do this, the Inquiry
team should:Enquire into the disappearan
ce of relevant files in the per
iod being enquired into,
including to seek and interv
iew persons who might be ab
le to shed light on their
disappearance. To commen
t and advise on the explana
tions, if any, for their
disappearance and the possible
culpability of any staff members
concerned and to advise
on appropriate management and
/or disciplinary action.
General
4.1

The Inquiry Team should make
general comments on the impli
cations of-the Inqu for
the state of practice in the
Council's Social Services ch
ild
care provision, crossreferencing to anything rec
ommended in L and 111111
111111MMJuly 1993
report, as necessary.

4.2

The Inquiry should report to

4.3
4.4

the Council by end December

The Council should provide the

1994.

Department of Health with a

copy of the report.

The report should be made pu

blic without undue delay.

The allegations made by the Ev
ening Standard and referred
to in paragraph 1.1 above
have also been delivered to Sco
tland Yard.

October 1994

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Background
In October 1992, the Evening Standard published articles in which serious allegations were made
about the care of children who were the responsibility of the London Borough of Islington. The
Evening Standard reports asserted that children in care were working as prostitutes and
using Children's Homes to entertain customers, that children were seduced into drugs,
homosexuality and prostitution, that some children were sexually abused, gang raped,
knifed and that fears of an organised child sex ring were dismissed by management and
not property investigated. The Evening Standard alleged that Children's Homes had been
o ut of control at times with lapses in security and discipline as a result of low staff
levels
and poor management.
As a reaction to these allegations and other serious issues during the period, London Borou
of Islington commissioned or received no less than 13
. different Inquiry: reports and inspections
before this final review. Such an incremental response to allegations as serious as this were not
considered to be sufficient by Islington and as a consequence, this report was commissioned
with the aim to pull all this work together, to explore previously unpublished dossier information
provided by the Evening Standard, and to produce a final overview picture to these various and
serious allegations.
This Inquiry has therefore analysed all these previous pieces of work, used the Evening Standard
data, interviewed considerable numbers of staff and Councillors and has come to the conclusions
contained in the report.
In carrying out this review, it became very apparent that to understand the issues presented, it
was necessary to understand the history, context and culture of Islington at the time. From 1982
Islington had a series of Labour Councils with a clear political objective of establishing a
decentralisation policy based on Neighbourhood offices. The implementation of that policy
which in effect broke up the traditional functional organisation of the Borough, combined with
much changed personnel and equal opportunities policies, began to create an environment
where the morale, management competencies and professional standards of the
.lepartment declined. These problems were exacerbated by financial considerations, the way
the departmental organisation changes were imposed, the appointment of middle managers who
were not qualified to manage social services practices, the poor quality of residential care
management, the aftermath of industrial action and working relationships with other agencies
which were not as good as they should have been. In our view, this created the conditions
where poor practice and negligent management action could flourish. We are not therefore
surprised that issues such as those raised by the Evening Standard and the subsequent Inquiries
should have been found in a Borough like Islington.
The responsibility for ensuring the provision of a property accountable and robust
lepartment lies with the Council of the time and its Senior Officers. It is our view that the
veaknesses in the organisation indicated an amazing breakdown in communications and
credibility which undoubtedly crested the conditions in which the bad practice and other
natters contained in this report were allowed to flourish.

There is no doubt in our mind that a "pure" Neig
hbourhood structure is fundamentally
unable to provide the expertise, consiste
ncy, checks and balances and professiona
l
standards required of a competent Social
Services function.

Personnel
The full terms of reference are set out at the
beginning of this report Our response has been
to
analyse all the dossiers and other information
presented to us and to check lists of names of
staff
against Islington's personnel records. Deta
ils of the names of these staff are containe
d
in
confidential annexes to this report. This com
prehensive review listed allegations against
32
named staff involving sexual assaults on
other staff, encouraging boys to be rent
boys,
sexual misconduct with residents, sale of
drugs, poor child care, staff involvement
in
paedophile rings and child pornography
and many other serious allegations. Of the
total
of 32 staff:4 were subject to disciplinary action, following
which 2 were dismissed
5 were subject to disciplinary process but left
on ill health grounds before disciplinary
action was concluded.
1 faced charges of child abuse
13 were not subject to any investigation
10 resigned
I was dismissed
2 are still in post
3 were from agencies
',tiny of these allegations involved criminal
behaviour as well as staff misconduct and
the
standard response of any Social Services
Department then and now should have been
as
follows:Suspension of staff implicated and a full
disciplinary investigation with a
concluding investigative disciplinary hear
ing.
t review of the particular child's case on a
multi-disciplinary basis supervised
ACPC.
A joint Police and Social Services investig
ation in those circumstances where it
appears there might be criminal behaviour.
The responsibility for ensuring that such an
investigative system was in place rested
with
the Council and Senior Officers of Islington
during the period in question. It is clear that
Islington did not initiate the type of investiga
tion they should have and as a consequence
the possibility remains that staff engaged in
abusive behaviour are now working elsewhe
re
the field with potentially serious consequence
s. Islington should have known and acted;
hey dearly did not.

Eqtul Opportunities
We have been told that the equal opportunities policy in action at that time created a "back door"
where staff could very well have been allowed to act unprofessionally and to exit Islington as
questions began to be asked. We were told that at the time, there was "an equal opportunities
environment driven by a personnel perspective which became a positive disincentive to
challenge bad practice. We were told it was a weak ineffective orpnisadon which was set
up for individuals to feed off for their own advantage it was paralysed by equal
opportunity and race issues."
It is clearly crucial that all the policies and practices of a Local Authority in relation to children
are primarily child centred, rather than personnel centred only, and whilst equal opportunities
policies are very important, they cannot be allowed to be implemented in such a way as to have
positive disadvantages of the kind outlined.

OrzenisadanalSonnetansa
3
3

We were told of a demoralised management system, unsupported and with fragmented
leadership which in parts were staffed by people not from a Social Services background and
therefore who would not know what to look for and how to respond to the management of child
care issues. Clearly, such an organisation becomes a recipe for disaster.
Agenaltaff
Some of the information presented to us reflected the use of agency staff which all Authorities
use. It is alleged that aoleast one staffing itency in Islington was run by paedophiles and
heavily used by Children's Homes and therefore a natural conduit for paedophiles to infiltrate
the system. The Warner Report and subsequent guidance issued by the Government in 1992/93
clearly states how Local Authorities should be working with agency staff and clearly the Warner
Report post-dated these allegations. The Islington Inquiry, however, does raise questions of
general importance about the extent of action on this and we will write to the Department of
Health raising these so that they can take them up nationally
Islington Staff
Islington notified the consultancy register at the Department of Health on very few occasions and
it is arguable that most, if not all of the names in the confidential annexes, should have been
notified to Department of Health.

11111/1/111111111
Recommendation

41111111111•111111111M10
iv)

We recommend that Islington
write to all Social Services De
partments
suggesting they review curren
t employees who may have com
e via the
Islington route are to be checke
d with Islington Council and the
Department
of Health Consultancy Register
.
Information ahoutPotential Pa
edo

phile

It is clear that only a very small
number of paedophiles ever get
convicted and that therefore
Local Authorities will not pick
up their names from either the
con
sultancy register or from
police checks. Whilst we recogn
ise that this is a difficult legal are
a,
and one which involves
policy being made by the Home
Office, Department of Health and
others, we do feel that it is
important that a review of how
information can be exchanged
is carried out if all Local
Authorities are not to find staff
having left one Authority now
working in their own and
we will write to the Department
of Health accordingly.
We were asked in the Terms of Ref
erence to ensure that informatio
n collated in this Inquiry is
passed to the Police. All the confide
ntial information contained in the
annex has not only been
passed to the Police and checke
d with them, but with the Depar
tm
ent of Health consultancy
register too. We believe that the info
rmation presented in the annexes,
together with our general
commentary fulfils the Terms of
Reference in relation to all matter
s concerning staff.
The personnel implications of
this report are profound and
may have far reaching
consequences. Islington's res
ponse at the time was far from
sat
isfa
ctory and this report
reels like "closing the door wh
en the horse has long bolted".
Issues Concerning Chijaert
The Terms of Reference 2.2 (iiif
iv) draw attention to informatio
n about children. As with the
personnel, we have analysed all the
allegations about named children
and have passed them onto
Islington Social Services. A detaile
d analysis, which is based on cro
ss-checking all the names
presented with all the other Inquir
y report, is contained in the confide
ntial annexes setting out
the allegations made against individ
ual children and cross-referred to
staff records.
The allegations about children ran
ge from allegations about disturbin
gly low standards of care
in Children's Homes, to incom
petent line management of Ch
ild
ren
's Homes and to the
investigation of organised sex rin
gs and network abuse. Twenty-fi
ve children were identified
specifically. The conclusions tha
t we and others have drawn are
thatThe state of some Children's Ho
mes at the time was very poor
indeed.
There had been lack of investme
nt in those Children's Homes.
That line management standards
throughout the complete period
were very poor,
often with middle managers wit
h responsibility for children's cen
tre
s not carrying
out those responsibilities profes
sionally or knowledgeably,

Some of the allegations involved the response Islington made to allegations of organised abuse.
These were checked out and investigated fully with the Metropolitan Police, Social Services
Inspectorate and others and we found that with the exception of one conviction in relation
to a staff member at a residential school, Islington did investigate these allegations and we
found no evidence to support assertions of organised abuse.
Individual Childrl
All the individual children's cases have been brought to the attention of Islington and have been
checked up to the current position. With the exception of children where there have been
independent reviews, all the other children's names have been reviewed by Islington who have
reported on their =rent whereabouts, needs for support and help. The Authority has provided
comprehensive information about its involvement with these young people. Ten children, now
young adults, have all very different histories, but from the enquiries we have made it is
appropriate to condude that Islington were aware of all of them, have maintained contact
where possible and where wanted and have provided or offered ongoing support and help
appropriate to their individual needs and circumstances.
Voluntary Chiki_Care Organisations
The Evening Standard dossier reflects concern that one particular voluntary child care
organisation who provided volunteer advocates to visit Children's Homes had been infiltrated
by paedophiles. If this was true, it is exticinely important and illustrates the ease by which
people wishing to prey on young people can get access to them. We have discussed this
problem with Department of Health who have drawn our attention to the relevant
circulars defining how voluntary child care organisations should embark on police and
consultancy checks but we are still concerned that there might not be a consistent
approach nationally to this.
We therefore recommend:That all Social Services Departments review their use of such voluntary
organisations and agencies and discuss with those organisations how they
recruit, supervise and monitor the quality of work of their staff. We urge all
Local Authorities to establish a simple "contracting system" which would
indude a specification of requirements, and a process of organisational audit.
This might involve, for example, one Authority in the country in whose area
the headquarters of suds organisation exist, agreeing with that organisation
to be lead in checking the organisations' professional practices. We are sure
that all such organisations will see this as valuable confirmation of their
organisational strength and not as something onerous and to be rejected.
We do not believe that there is anything further constructive that Islington could now do to
rectify any of the inadequacies of services during the period in question.

We were asked to review the previous investigations
undertaken on this subject and where
possible to enquire into the disappearance of relevant
files. The allegations specifically refer to
Files in relation to 3 children and a number of other
eneral issues. We have cross- checked all
the Evening Standard dossiers with
work and with work carried out by 11M1
f in a report of March 1992 and present the details
of this.
In respect of Child A, we found no evidence of collu
sion or deliberate attempts to withhold
information. We do, however, condude that there is
much evidence of confusion and poor
management of written records at the time.
In relation to Child B, there were allegations that
olice and
ocial
Services had been deliberately prevented from accessing
file material in relation to very serious
allegations involving a suspected paedophile. Our view
is that Islington did not deliberately
withhold such key information although we belie
ve that the way communications were
carried out between the various agencies concerned
was very poor, strung out over a long
period of time and handled badly at the Islington
end.
in relation to Child C, it is alleged that key materials
went missing. We know that the Social
Worker concerned went missing at the same time
and we can find no evidence that the
disappearance of this worker and his file were in any
sense part of a wider conspiracy. MS

A number of other allegations are detailed in the main
body of the report which we have cross-c hecked and investigated as much as we can. Ther
e is no evidence to support the allegations
Hof collusion but there is sufficient evidence to supp
ort the assertion that missing files were
a feature of poor administrative systems.
Administrative systems have been a recurrent them
e in relation to all of these concerns
throughout the many previous Inquiries.

Arsoininentiation
We recommend that London Borough of Islington
, as part of their new
administrative arrangements, urgently review the
arrangements for client
files to make sure that a consistent approach is adop
ted and introduced across
the Council as soon as possible.
General Imp icationt of the

for theState_ of Child Care Practice

The Inquiry team were asked to make general comments
on the implications of the Inquiry for
the state of practice in child care provision. We have
presented in this report a full chapter
summarising previous Inquiries and independent repor
ts over a long period of time. It is clear
from reading this chapter that as they unfold there are
a series of issues which consistently run
is a thread through them and indicate bad and deficient
practice at the time. In summary, be
key th emes emerged w ere

Issues about delay.
Practice where there was an absence of thorough consideration of facts, information,
history and planning.
An inadequate level of administrative support.
Poor supervision of staff.
Unavailability of expertise for complex cases.
A lack of up-to-date training in child protection.
Poor standards of case records.
An absence of management monitoring and reviewing in critical case decision making.
The confusion of roles between staff between the department and a consequential
confusion of accountability.
A lack of systems for monitoring the department's work, quality standards and
implementation.
Islington did not respond as quickly and as comprehensively as it should to these various
reports and there are still a number of areas not completely and satisfactorily covered
which we believe should be addressed quickly.
Recommendation
We recommend that Islington undertake an audit of its supervision policy
and practice to review the extent to which supervision systems are working
effectively.
acrammendatian
We recommend that Islington undertakes a training needs analysis and a
review of training priorities against the department's training plan for
1995/96.
mendation
We understand that a new recording system has recently been introduced and
that new file structures have been implemented. We recommend that
Islington undertake an audit of the implementation of these new policies in
the Autumn of 1995.
We know that progress has been made and our report sets out the position today. We know that
changes have been made to address to the different issues raised in this report. We argue that
.is the new management system settles down, it needs to be supported by a programme of
organisation and management development and we hope that Islington will support this. We are
insure that all the lessons of the previous reviews and Inquiries have been incorporated
into professional practice in Islington, although we know that Islington has made
considerable strides in this respect

We therefore recommend Islington urg
ently review whether the
arrangements now put in place for professio
nal audit and other matters will
be sufficient to see the Department over the next
two years and if not to make
further time available through this crucial phas
e.
We know that further personnel management chan
ges have been made in Islington and that some
of the problems of personnel management set
out earlier in this report could still happen if
personnel arrangements are not consistent and
efficient

&s. ram= dation
We recommend Islington to review and stre
ngthen the management of the
personnel system to ensure overall control
and quality checks are robust
enough to meet child centred management requ
irements.
We have drawn attention in the report to the need
for all personnel policies, including equal
opportunities to be child focused and we know
that there are still questions in the minds of
some senior staff about whether or not
the equal opportunities policy has been
synchronised enough with child care needs.

Rcsammendatinn
We recommend that Islington Council
formally review the equal
pportunities policy in relation to its applicat
ion to child care in order to
remove, once and for all, any possible problems
that this policy could create
in addressing competency and management
issues in Islington.
Conclusion
This Inquiry has sought to bring together all the
previous work, and has charted an organisation
in the late 1980's and early 1990's that was for
many different reasons chaotic. Such a chaotic
organisation breeds the conditions for dangerou
s and negligent professional practices in
relation to child care and the possibility that
many of the allegations made were true
remains. What is sad is that Islington did not
systematically investigate them as they
should have and as a result, the possibility rem
ain,* that children have been abused and
that abusers are still working in the field elsew
here.
We nevertheless now know that many changes
have been made within Islington to bring
the child care function back to "centre stage"
with a new Chief Social Services Officer and
Head of Neighbourhood Services with new
ly established child care management
:arrangements and new managers too. We very
much hope that this report ends what must
be a disastrous chapter in Islington's history.

CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION
In October 1992 the Evening Standard published articles in which
serious allegations were made
about the care of children who were the responsibility of the Lond
on Borough of Islington
Neighbourhood Services Department.
The allegations referred initially to two Children's Homes, (the
Evening Standard dossiers
implicated others), to the cases of a number of individual children
and to the activities of alleged
paedophiles operating in the area, including the possibility of organ
ised abuse. The substance
of the allegations was that children in residential care were not safe,
both because staff failed to
act appropriately to protect them from paedophiles and that staff
themselves in some cases had
been directly responsible for the abuse of children in their care, and
that Residential Homes care
was very poor. Furthermore, the Evening Standard claimed that
some staff had tried very hard
to bring these matters of serious concern to the attention of the
neighbourhood and senior
managers within the department, but that their concerns had been
met with a lack of concern and
an absence of any appropriate action.
The key anxiety raised in the press was that, because no steps had
been taken to address these
issues, then the children who were in the care of the London Borou
gh of Islington remained
unprotected and the adults allegedly responsible for abusing them
remained free to continue their
activities untouched by any Police action, prosecution, or disciplinary
action. If these allegations
were true, then the Neighbourhood Services Department, which in
Islington incorporates all the
itatutory responsibilities attaching to Local Authority Social Servic
es Departments, would have
been failing in its statutory duties and responsibilities, and the matte
r was thus one of serious
public concern.
After the appearance in the Evening Standard of these allegations,
but not having access to the
detailed dossiers now available and following discussions with
Department of Health, the
London Borough of Islington put in hand work to address the issues
which had been highlighted.
In particular it sought initially to ascertain that the individual identi
fied children were safe and
that their Children's Homes were achieving minimum stand
ards of care and control.
Subsequently Islington received a more general independen
t report on its management
arrangements. In December 1993 a further series of inves
tigations and reports was
commissioned to report during the first half of 1994. Thus over
a period of 18 months, (with
one report going back to 1989), thirteen independent reviews/repo
rts of various aspects of its
organisation, management, and child care practice, were carried
out, the main themes of which
are summarised in Chapter Two.
In some cases this work raised more concerns which

were expressed as allegations against
Specific staff, worries that other identified children had been
abused and suggestions that
important written evidence had been lost or even withheld from
the Police. The Evening
Standard itself, through its original series of articles, was approached
by a number of people who
raised more concerns in relation to their experience of the Neighbourh
ood Services Department.
These concerns were collated by the Evening Standard through 1993
so fell outside the period
n which the initial independent reviews were undertaken.

By the Autumn of 1994 a number of reports
had been provided, various pieces of work
had been
done by Islington Officers, and some
changes had been implemented to add
ress such
management and organisational change
s as the London Borough of Islington con
sidered
aecessary. However, because the previou
s reviews had each been commissioned to
focus on
specific aspects of the different concerns and
allegations, Islington considered there was
a need
to produce an overview of all the work don
e to promote the safety and well being of
children
in Islington. This report therefore address
es these matters by detailing issues and wor
k done in
relation to allegations of staff misconduct,
allegations of abuse suffered by children,
ava
ilability
of files and written evidence, and child protect
ion practice - incorporating the role of the
Police
and inter-agency working.

The Eyening =Liked Reports
On October 6th 1992, the Evening Standar
d ran an article, the first in a two part seri
es, called
"The Scandal at the Heart of Child Care".
In the first of these articles the Standard stat
ed that
their information had come, at least in
part, from Social Workers working in the
London
Borough of Islington. To quote the paper "wh
at has emerged is a scandalous dereliction
of duty
by the Councik institutionalised neglect tiro
has exposed the most vulnerable children
in its care
to paedophiles, pimps; prostitutes and porn
ographers".
The additional detail offered during the rest
year of
customers in

of the article included the information that

:-

a Children's Home was working as a pro
stitute and entertaining
room in the Home.

Children in care were seduced into drugs,

homosexuality and prostitution.

That some children in care had been sexu

ally abused by staff.

That one young
That

v

gang raped by

inin a Children's Home.

knifed by a pimp inside a children's unit.

That violent men, possibly pimps, were
gaining entry to a Children's Home thro
window&
That the Authority's senior managers did

not respond to concerns.

That fears of a child sex ring were dismisse

d by management.

Numerous individual cases were cited, in
some cases in significant detail, to suppor
t these
claims.
The Standard continued to follow up the stor
y and in February 1993 it reported on the
findings
of the first inquiry, or more precisely, the
independent management review which
had
been
commissioned in the previous October.

The inquiry reported on sub-standard con
ditions in at least one Home, where basic
maintenance
and security work was seriously inadequ
ate, such that outsiders could break in thro
ugh insecure
or broken windows and that basic standar
ds of decoration and Runishing were sim
ilarly a long
-way short of acceptab
le. "what we can best describe as a dum
p."
Furthermore, the Standard reported that
the inquiry considered two Residential Hom
es to have
been out of control at times, with nota
ble lapses in security and discipline; a
pro
blem
either
caused or exacerbated by low staff leve
ls in Children's Homes.
The Evening Standard continued its pre
ss coverage during 1993, reporting on furt
her review
reports, management and organisation
changes, and allegations of vital files bein
g
eith
er lost or
having gone missing. In 1994 the sub
ject of reports included the death of
1993
through severe neglect while in the care
ofaaparents, but "known to be ca risk".
The press reports have continued in resp
onse to significant events and developmen
ts. In March
1995 they included extensive comments
on the independent report on the child
death.
Evening.Standard Dossier'
Our Inquiry has been provided with
the two Evening Standard Dossiers lodg
ed with the
Department of Health. This report, for
the first time, has checked dossier informa
tion against
all the other work done.
Having gone public in this way, the paper
received many further statements and alle
gations from
variety of sources. In addition, they had
collated considerably more information
than had
appeared in print. The first dossier of all
this background information was collated
around the
time of the publication of the original arti
cles (October 1992).
Much information in this first dossier pro
vided additional detail regarding the eigh
t individual
cases which had been highlighted in the
newspaper and in many instances provide
d background
papen to support what was published, rath
er than providing new information. An
extract from
lie summary in the dossier reads:"ant, ears, and at pra
ctically every children's home, children
have alleged abuse by
.4,7rters. Often staff shared thei
r fears but management has been slow
to investigate,
menmes refused to involve Police, and susp
ected staff mostly quietly resigned even
when they
apparently admitted abuse"

mel

Further issues that were highlighted were
that allegations against gay
ere not followed
up because, politically, gays are "unacceptab
le" in terms of disciplinary inve
stigations. The
dossier also stated that there was a bac
kground of staff not being adequately
checked, for
instance, against Police records of prev
ious criminal convictions.
Allegations in the press about files goin
g missing became more specifically alle
gations that the
London Borough of Islington had hindered
Police enquiries and withheld information
from the
Police. These issues are dealt with in this
report in the chapter on missing files. (Ch
apter b)

The information in the second dossier was collated over a period of about a year following
publication of the original press articles. Some additional information was presented to the
paper by members of the public or ex-staff who were prompted to get in touch by the original
articles. Other allegations came either from a review of papers and files which were made
available to the Evening Standard, or from enquiries and interviews with some of the key people
involved.
Considerable detail of the allegations, organised in a number of sections, can be summarised as
follows:Files withheld or missing in respect of a criminal prosecution of an ex staff member.
Staff dealing in drugs in a children's home.
Files and information withheld from Police investigating another ex staff member.
Files missing about a child in care, which may have held evidence of sexual abuse.
Misinformation given to elected Members.

Staff accused of abuse allowed to resign.
Child abused by a staff member, but child's written records missing.
Personal relationships between staff in residential care home.
Allegations against staff in respect of children in residential care.
Inappropriate staff promotion.
Targeting of some staff for disciplinary action with false witness statements.
Two foster carers were alleged as unsuitable but there was no proper review.
From our analysis of both dossiers it was possible to identify 32 staff who were the subject of
allegations of abusive or neglectful behaviour towards children in their charge.
Further staff were named or identified who were said to have been involved less directly managers who ignored reports of concerns, managers who appointed people to jobs for which
they were unsuited and managers who withheld information from investigations into allegations
against staff.
Detail of the investigations into the allegations against staff are dealt with in a later chapter.
Similarly, the number of children who were identified as having been the subject of abuse or
neglect or poor standards of care while in the care of Islington Council totalled 26 in the
dossiers. However, a large number of other children were alleged to be at risk of paedophile

activity in the wider community. Th
e investigation of allegations in res
pect of these children
is also considered further in a later
chapter.
A significant aspect of the second
dossier was in respect of allegation
s of organised abuse
involving paedophiles living in the
community and deliberately target
ing young people and
children to become parties to this beh
aviour.
One set of allegations referred to the
paedophile/3 home as the Hot House
. Further allegations
were that young people were used to
recruit other children to join these
"sex rings" and that the
paedophiles used the children's hom
e networks to access a large number
of potential victims.
In some cases it was alleged the abu
se was not only organised but also
ritualised. Some of the
original press reports stated that chi
ldren in residential care were in the
control of pimps.
The potential for this type of situatio
n to occur is not particular to Islingt
on and indeed many
Authorities have experience of dea
ling with the problem presented by
pae
dophile activity and
network abuse. The aspect of these alle
gations that was most serious in the
case of Islington was
that it was alleged that management
and the Council ordered social worker
s to stop investigating
these matters. Further, that a num
ber of professionals from different
agencies had shared their
concerns but that all had been ignore
d or vilified for raising these concer
ns. (What would have
been expected would have been tha
t Islington properly investigated
this. We comment in
Chapter 5 on this.)
The Evening Standard said that it
had spoken with a police officer wh
o "shared the horror
expressed to the paper by social
workers that Islington had refuse
d to investigate these
allegations properly", It was also
said that there were no effective sys
tems for collating and
sharing concerns between Neighbou
rhood Offices in the Borough, des
pite the numbers of
children involved and the fact that
they did not all come from one nei
ghbourhood.
One agency in particular represent
s children in care in a number of sett
ings, especially in secure
units. The Evening Standard dossier
raised serious concerns that members
or representatives of
this organisation may not always hav
e had the best interests of the childr
en at heart: it promoted
the right of a...INF° become a
foster rarer - aixho subsequently
was put on trial for
alleged sexual abuse of the youngs
ter ,Thiestion.
Another member of this organisati
on is also alleged to have promoted
the fostering application
of ifirawho went to trial; this and
information from the Police led to
suspicion and allegations
that the organisation had been infiltra
ted by paedophile; who in turn wer
e able to infiltrate other
establishments who care for children
and young people and, in some cases,
organise the network
recruitment of young people as a res
ult.
The use of agency staff to cover vac
ancies/emergencies is variable acr
oss the country. In
Islington it was very high, at least at
times. The dossiers allege that one age
ncy in particular lied
about doing Police checks on age
ncy staff At that time it is said to
have been run by an exIslington staff member who was
a personal friend of one staff me
mber with suspected
paedophile links. There was suspicion
therefore that the agency itself could
have been infiltrated
by paedophiles but more important
ly that the systems were not in place
to ensure that any staff

employed by an agency were free of convictions, or that the agency was required to work to
3pecitic standards in this regard.

Our work has sought to analyse the data in the dossiers and cross-check this information with
work carried out by the other Inquiries. This report seeks to pull all this work together and to
comment on the total picture represented by the two dossiers and outcomes of the various
Inquiry reports. So far as we have been able, this is therefore a composite overview report in
which we have made judgements about the issues raised in these dossiers and Islington's
handling of them. This process, and the findings which have ensued, fulfill the requirements of
the Terms of Reference Islington gave us.

CHAPTER TWO

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS INQUIRIES AN
D
INDEPENDENT REPORTS
INTO ISLINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD SERV
ICES
DEPARTMENT

SUNLMARY OF PREVIOUS INOUIRIES AND INDEPENDENT
SEPORTS INTO ISLINGTON NEIGHRGILEWOOD SERVICES
DEPARTMENT
IDtraductiou
In addition to this report, there have been 13 other important Inquiries/inspections which in
themselves commented on matters of professional and managerial management in Islington
during the period covered. It is important to understand the issues that emerged from these
which on reading reinforce many of the messages which have emerged following our work.
These Inquiries may be summarised as follows:Review: Report of Pand of Inquiry
This report was commissioned by Islington ACPC following the death of this child. The
report was published in November 1989.
The issues which formed the basis of the reports recommendations in relation to
Islington Social Services can be summarised as follows:That the delivery of Social Services from the existing neighbourhood office
structure should be urgently examined.
That administrative support at all levels should be examined.
That elected Members should recognise the professional concerns of the
Department.
That the training needs of the Department should be carefully examined and the
problems addressed.
That the need for proper professional support for Neighbourhood Officers
senior Social Workers should be addressed.
That the role of specialist advisory posts within Social Services should be
reviewed.
That there should be a central index of all files.
That the authority should address its role in relation to the Area Child Protection
Committee.
That there should be increased child protection expertise available to
neighbourhood teams, perhaps through creating specialist posts.

Independent Review of Child A Cas
e for London Borough of Islington
. Guardian ad Litem

by 1

A report was commissioned from an independent person
following identification of a
case wherein an ex-staff member stood tria
l on charges of child abuse, and wherein
there
had also been a protracted and damagin
g disagreement between groups of staff over
this
person's application to foster a specific child in Islington
's care.
This independent inquiry submitted an

interim report in March 1992.

The author came to the conclusions (her

e produced in summary) that-

•

The child's wishes and feelings were asce

rtained inconsistently.

Some staff thought the child's wishes sho
uld determine, rather than influence,
decisions.
There was a failure to draw together all
concerns, to evaluate them and to plan
accordingly.
There was no viable care plan for the
child.
Groups of staff did not support each othe

r, and had poor working relationships.

There was a lack of records about supervi

sion.

Recording was unclear.
There was a lack of clear lines of acco

untability between staff

Management's responses were slow and

apparently ineffective.

Independent Management Review into A_I

pectst of Child Care in Islington:4111111

4111111111111

111111.

Following the first series of reports in
the Evening Standard in October 199
2, two
external consultants were asked to rep
ort, first on some specific aspects of chil
dren's
services provision in Islington. :an
d
rep
orte
d
in
Feb
rua
ry
199
3. In
addition to very specific full:ling, about
individual children, they reported as follo
ws:There was confusion and conflict between
the
There were conflicts between staff of styl
e,
These conflicts were untouched and wer

roles and responsibility of diFferent staf

organisation, objectives and philosophy.

e not being dealt with.

f.

'Report for London Borough of Islington on the Management of Child Care
within
the Neighbourhood Services Department: GEM& eimal
went on to review the management of the Neighbourhood Services
Department with
This was a second phase of the review commissioned
by the London Borough of Islington in response to the Evening Standard articles
.
This report - on the management of child care within the Neighbourhoo
d Services
Department (NSD) - was presented in July 1993.
Its conclusions were made in relation to the fact that the NSD had locality service
s, and
similarly generic managers with wide ranging responsibilities and in some
cases a
different professional background and training.
They concluded:*

There should be specialisms within the organisation of social work services.
That some services needed specialist managers, including residential child care.
That residential child care needed to be in a separate"provider" unit.
That more specialised administrators were needed.
That there needed to be appropriate administrative support to senior managers.

Independent Investigator's Report into Complaints made by Child X:
One particular young
who had been in the care of the London Borough of Islington
made a formal complaint. Under Children Act procedures this was investig
ated by an
independent investigator. An independent person also had to be appointed to be
satisfied
that the complaint was carefully considered and to report separately.
The independent investigator identified 31 separate issues of complaint and
made 64
recommendations at the conclusion of a very detailed report, which was submit
ted in
October 1993. The main points can be summarised as follows:The child experienced residential care in terms of not feeling safe, and having
a
feeling of dereliction and neglect while in residential care.
There was a delay in responding to the child's allegations th
abused.

ad been

There was poor practice evident in some planning processes.
There were poor administrative arrangements for planning and review meetin
evidenced by inadequate or unavailable minutes.

The Departments organisation did not prom
ote services to children in the long
term care of the Borough since they could
not be afforded sufficient priority.
Independent Person's Report into Com

plaints made by Child X: IMMO

The independent person's report, presented
at the same time, added further issues in need
of attention, which were:That firm and clear supervisory arrangem

ents were needed.

That management systems were needed
for managers to have knowledge of
critical casework decisions.
That a security system for files was needed.
That important decisions should only be
taken only after full plannin
discussion.
Independent Management Review into Mis

sing Files: 11.11111111111111111

Stage three of the review - that which was
commissioned following the Evening
Standard articles - incorporated a number
of elements, one of which was to review
allegations that files had gone missing.
were reinforced

made an interim report on this issue in Dec
ember 1993 but the issues
mal report in February 1994. These were:-

That the balance between practitioners and
administrative support was wrong an
that there was inadequate investment in good
administrative systems.
That the security of files should be address

ed.

That there should be work done on the rete

ntion of files and documents.

That files were badly constructed and diffi

cult to read.

That there was a need for new technology.
That there was patchy implementation and
Independent Management Review into the
case

monitoring of po
of Child B:

in March 1994 there was a further report
into one specific child. This youngaillhad
been in the care of the London Borough of
Islington and looked after in residential care
homes in the Borough. Concerns that this
young...had been involved in a paedophile
network at this time led to a more detailed revi
ew of the way in which Islington had dealt

11111111111111111 report concluded that:There had been a lack of urgency in responding to allegations that this youn
11111,was being abused or was at risk.
There was no evidence of senior management activity until later on.
Despite the involvement of a number of children and Children's Homes, there
was no co-ordination at a senior level.
There was no evidence of managers' involvement through reading files, offerin
supervision.
found evidence of some of the issues which had identified and reported on in
July 1993, namely:A lack of clarity etw

different roles.

Children's Homes unable to control or modify some children's behaviour.
Case files with no indication that senior staff had any grip on events.
Report of the Quality Assurance Unit on London Borough of Islington Children's
Homes: Croydon Social Services Department
As part of its response to the allegations in the press, the Neighbourhood Services
Department commissioned an independent inspection of its Children's Homes by
Croydon Social Services Department. This inspection work was done between June
1993 and March 1994 when the report was submitted. Many specific issues were raised,
but only some of the more generalised points are included here.
Some matters were seen in a very positive light, for example the standard of written
policy and guidance produced centrally, and the in-house training programme made
available to residential staff. However, a number of issues were seen to be in need of
attention, including:Residential units seemed to be isolated and quite autonomous.
There was little co-ordination and little sense of shared purpose.
Lines of accountability and responsibility were confusing.
Very high reliance on agency staff.
Staffing ratios were low.
The system of line management through Neighbourhood Offices often felt
confined.

10

Report on the Inspection of Child Protection
Services Provided by London Borou
f Islington: Social Services Inspectorate
,,e Sofial Services Inspectorate has a programm
e of regular inspection and monitoring
visits td look at various aspects of Social Serv
ices provision across all Local Authorities.
In August and September 1994 the SSI repo
rted on the inspection of child protection
services provided by LBL There was a total
of 66 recommendations arising from this
inspection . Action was indicated in respect of
all the recommendations, but the need for
improvements in a number of policy areas was
identified whereas others were considered
to be in need of review.
Supervision policy, practice and recording inad

equate

Recording systems and standards required.
Specialist child protection training needed.
Oversight of case files by managers needed imp

rovement.

Revision of child protection procedures.
Review of procedures by ACPC.
Review of ACPC structure, ways of working, work

programme, training strategy.

Planning of child protection investigations.
Lines of accountability to be defined.
Information systems needed for key data.
Documented child care stratetry needed
Systems required for monitoring standar
ds and for monitorin
implementation of new policies.
Independent Report for Islington Borongh
Council into the Care and Protection
provided by the Council to Child Y: 11111111
11111.
-ks a result of the SSTs inspection work,
two cases were identified for independent
review because they had generated questions
as to the extent to which they had been
managed according to procedural guidelines.

The first of these two reports was presented in
September 1994. Various practice points
were identified as areas where standards shou
ld have been higherThere was a lack of urgency following an alleg
ation of abuse; the complainant
vas not seen.

There was no care plan for the child concerned.
There was an absence of a needs led assessment leading to consistent care
planning and monitoring.
There was no systematic approach to quality assurance.
Other points were made which relate back to the review of July 1993. They
were also
made in the next independent review and are identified below so are not reporte
d here.
Independent Report Tor Islington Borough Council into the Care and Protec
tion
provided by the Council to Child Z:
The second of the two cases to be subject to an independent review, following
on from
the SSI Inspection, was another young
who was in the care of the London Borou
of Islington and who spent some time in residential care.
The report published in February 1995 was again written by
highlightingiiifindings, also made reference back to
earlier
1993. since many of the issues were the same:-

who, in
report in July

Confusion of roles.
Tortuous and poor communication.
Acceptance of poor standards of behaviour by or towards children.
Lack of effective control and action by managers.
Inadequate care planning based on the needs of the child.
Delays in pursuing agreed actions.
Lack of clerical and administrative support to a gross degree.
Fieldwork staff and managers overloaded with the complexity of social work
issues.
No effective system for ensuring quality outcomes.
13

1111111. Death Through Nee
Finally, the last report, also published in February 1995 was commissioned
from the
following a child death in March 1991 The report was
commissioned by a number of agencies representing Social Services, Health,
Police and
Education services in Islington. It considered the circumstances relating to the
death of
-his
hild who throughout was in the care otilliparents.

Various points were emphasised in the report and a significant
number
recommendations made, some of which related to other agencies.
With regard to the work of Social Services personnel, some of the key
issues identified
were:A full case history was needed but missing.
Views of the children were needed - there was no record that they had
been
sought.
Interventions had been focused on the adults not the children.
There was a lack of consistent professional consultation or supervision
(across
all agencies).
There were no supervision records.
Case records were illegible at times, and unsigned at times.
There had been a lack of child protection training for staff involved in this

work.

More practice guidance was needed on recognising and managing
child negl
Procedural and training issues for ACPC were identified.
Analys'
A number of key themes have emerged from these different reports, which
span a period of six
years, although the events they refer to cover a longer period in some cases.
The key themes identified from the review of all 13 reports are identified

and discussed below:-

There was "a lack of urgency or rather an unacceptable delay"
in responding to
allegations of abuse or information that children were believed to
be at risk

Comment
Delay was identified as an issue in five of the above reports. While it
is necessary to
plan any investigation into an allegation that a child is either at risk, or is
suffering abuse,
it is also important to recognise that any such abuse can continue unless protec
tive action
is taken. The DOH guidance includes references to the need for assessm
ent of whether
there is immediate risk to the child; in which case the "the first requirement
, therefore,
must be speedy action". Any undue delay in the process as happe
ned in Islington is
therefore contrary to the statutory obligations on Local Authorities to determ
ine what
action is needed to safeguard or promote the child's welfare (Children Act).

I4

There was an absence of thorough consider
ation of facts, n.
consequent lack of planning/or appropriate plan
ning,

on, history and

Comm
This was identified as an issue in seven of the
above reports. The Department of Health
produced a list of principle; underlying all the
legislative provisions of the Children Act
These include:that a child's age, sex, health, personality, race
, culture and life experiences are
all relevant to any consideration of needs and
vulnerability and have to be taken
into account when planning or providing help
.
that planning is a crucial responsibility for
all agencies providing services to
children and their families.
where children may be at risk of abuse, the
detail of information required to
inform an assessment is set out clearly in DOH
guidance (Protecting Children)
rust published in 1988. In Islington, therefore,
there was a failure to follow the
practice standards set out in relevant guidance
.
There was an inadequate level of administrativ
e support, leading to an absence of
delay in minutes of meetings, poor filing syste
ms, etc.
Cowmen
The issue of the level of administrative support
was highlighted in seven of these reports,
the first time being in 1989. While there is an
understandable view that the priority for
spending public money should be on direct serv
ices, this bears further examination.
Administration is the process whereby client inde
xes are maintained, filing is kept up to
date, meetings are minuted, minutes of decision
s taken are communicated, information
in writing 3 shared between agencies and
the history of individuals who are the
responsibility -if the department is collated. It
is therefore the process whereby previous
concerns are traced, decisions can be logg
ed in order to hold others professionally
accountable, and information is made ava
ilable as a basis for comprehensive
consideration and planning. A number of revie
ws of children who have died at the hands
of their carers have cited failures of administrativ
e processes as contributing factors.
An efficient and effective administrative syst
em is an essential part of any Local
.kuthority's provision of professional social work
services to children, and in Islington's
case has been identified as seriously inadequa
te ..... "to a gross degree" in
words. We comment further on this issue in Cha
pter six.

am)

There was no record of supervision of staff

Comment
This was specifically highlighted in three reports, although supervision more generally
was addressed more widely (see (5) below). Supervision is the process whereby
managers are routinely appraised of developments in the situations of children and
families in respect of whom the Social Worker or Residential Worker has a series of
specific duties and responsibilities. It is also the process whereby the manager agrees or
sets limits to various possible courses of action which could occur.
Records of supervision meeting therefore should form a clear record of decisions taken
about the management of individual cases and should be a reference point for staff in the
event of future difficulty or dispute. Such records can therefore be key documents in
reviewing either casework planning processes or staff performance. Without requiring
such records to be maintained, Islington therefore was in a position where accountability
could not be properly assured.
There were inadequate opportunities for professional supervision or support; there was
an unavailability of expertise in a department with a wide range offunctions provided
by non-specialist staff.

Comment
As well as providing accountability (above) the supervision process should help advise,

inform and improve social work practice. It should also help staff manage the complex
planning associated with vulnerable children, and ensure that more specialist expertise
or senior management attention is involved as necessary. It is primarily a recognition
of shared responsibility within the department and the way in which standards of
professional practice are monitored and reinforced. Any lack of such provision would
therefore have serious implications for the way in which the department's responsibilities
were met. A review of Inquiry reports into deaths from child abuse has reinforced the
Importance of supervision as critical to the implementation of effective child protection
practice.

Rammendation
We recommend that Islington undertake an audit of its supervision
policy and practice to review the extent to which supervision systems
ire working effectively.
There was a lack of up to date or specialist training for staff working in the area of child
protection.

Comment
this was identified in three reports specifically but a large number of the other identified
ssues could have been addressed by a more comprehensive training programme. Child

protection practice is increasingly complex in the areas of recognition, assessment,
treatment, as well as in the area of procedural and legal requirements. Without
comprehensive training for staff involved in this specific area of work, there can be no
assurance that staff can offer a thorough, safe and professionally sound service to
children in need of protection.
Recommendation
We recommend that Islington undertakes a training needs analysis
'and a review of training priorities against the department's training
plan for 1995/96.
There were poor standards of recording on case files.
Comma
Four reports identified this issue specifically, but it is implicit in comments about
administrative support, and case planning (above). Recording is the key to the work of
a professional public service maintaining, as it should, a departmental record of concerns
expressed, decisions reached, resources used, resources needed, special needs, strategies
employed, legal action, court directions, reasons for decisions, action taken, contacts
made, clients wishes and views and ultimately, for children in care, a child's history.
Without such records, a department is seriously hindered in undertaking its
responsibilities and managers have no objective basis on which to judge the work of their

staff.

In Islington the failure of staff to maintain comprehensive client records was judged to
be a feature of poor child care planning and of poor child protection practice.
ReconMenslatign
We understand that a new recording system has recently been
introduced and that new file structures have been implemented. We
recommend that Islington undertake an audit of the implementation
of these new policies in the Autumn of 1995.
There was an absence of any indication that managers were monitoring and reviewing
critical cases and decision making.
Comment
Five reports specifically raised this issue although, again, it is implicit in comments on
issues to do with accountability and quality control systems,
Social Workers are faced with a range of problems and issues, as are managers of
;ervices such as residential care. Some were complex questions associated with risk
management, resource allocation, inter-agency co-operation and legal proceedings or

All managers need systems to ensure that issues of this nature are broug
ht to their
attention as appropriate. Schemes of delegation and clear reporting proced
ures, or need
to know systems, are necessary to ensure that information about difficult or
contentious
1.ssues reach the right level of management. This was not the case in Islingt
on and thus
lenior managers were not always advised, as they should have been, of
critical issues.
The new structure, on which we comment in Chapter seven, has a social
work manager
post The postholder has responsibility for these activities which means that
in time this
aspect of professional management should be strengthened. In the interim
, while systems
are being developed, senior managers remain somewhat vulnerable in
this respect
There was a confusion of roles between staff within the department and
a consequential
lack of accountability.

Comment
Eight reports highlighted this as a major problem area. Any organisation
to be effective
needs to clarify the decision making process and lines of accountability.
These must be
differentiated from staff whose roles are advisory; staff must know which
decisions
which must be implemented and managers must be clear whether or not
it is their place
to act in response to any difficulties or failings they identify.
Islington had specialist staff in place in policy making or advisory roles,
but who were
involved or who were approached for guidance by non-specialist staff
with decision
making responsibilities. Similarly, at senior management level there
was conflict
between the geographical responsibilities of Assistant Directors and the
specialist or
policy lead area of responsibility they each held. Other staff were not
always clear
whom to approach. Lack of clarity over accountability or decision making
responsibility
s conducive to confusion, to decisions not being implemented or monito
red, to conflict
and to oversight of some important issues.
There was a lack of systems for monitoring the department's work quality
standar
and its implementation of new policies and practice guidelines.
Comment
Four reports specified this problem, although it was implicit in a number of
other issues.
It would be reasonable to expect managers, particularly at senior manag
ement level, to
be in touch with critical issues and cases (as discussed at (8) above). Where
this is the
case, and where there are shortcomings in practice or procedures, manag
ers should be
proactive in initiating work to improve standards.
However, the standard of work done by any department is dependent on
the systems
available to managers whereby they receive regular information as to the
performance
of their staff. This should then inform the necessity and nature of future
action. The
absence of any such systems, as was the case in Islington, meant that senior
managers
(and thus elected Members) were ill informed as to the effectiveness of the
work done
by their staff and the problem areas arising from the policies and procedures
operating
at that time. We have commented on the way these matters are now being
addressed in
Chapter seven.

in the early 1990's there were 24 Neighbourhood offices in Islington, each of which developed
(through positive action or default) its awn standards for social work practice. Hence, there was
inconsistency across the Borough and a number of key features of good professional practice
were inadequate or absent Children's services are now delivered from 11 Neighbourhood
offices and it is essential that managers in the new structure follow policies that address the poor
systems of the past. Whilst we know that many of the lessons from these various Inquiries
have now been incorporated in the Department's practices, we are not wholly convinced
that the changes Islington has put in hand over the last 12 months have been able to
complete this process. Improving professional standards has to be a priority for
management attention and action and extra resources for these should be made available,
if necessary. In Chapter Seven we comment further on this.

CHAPTER THREE

HISTORY, CONTEXT AND CULTURE

HISTORY. CONTEXT AND CULTURE
It has become increasingly apparent to us as we have carried out this investigation that it is
impossible to understand the allegations contained in the Islington dossiers without
understanding first the type of organisation that Islington was in the early 1990's.
Political Objectives
In the 1982 Local Government elections, a Labour Council was elected with very clear political
objectives for how it intended the Borough to be shaped and run. Central to this objective was
a desire to build on the ideas of community based services by providing a network of
Neighbourhood Services offices and of decentralising as much decision making as possible to
such neighbourhood offices.
This decentralisation policy was central to the Labour Group's political philosophy and resulted
in the creation of 24 Neighbourhood Offices across the Borough broadly responsible for
managing services within their local "patches*. The neighbourhood offices opened between 1984
and 1986 following investment in both infrastructure (buildings) and staff. The objectives were
to have services which were easily accessible, locally accountable, and 'consumer led'. An
example of one such neighbourhood office was described by a staff member as "covering a
population of 6,000 who were concentrated in a small patch of 30 streets."
The traditional organisation of Local Government is in functional organisations i.e. Education
Service, Social Services Department, etc. The imposition of a neighbourhood based structure
on top of the traditional functional structure undoubtedly led to considerable differences of
opinions between Members and Officers in the Borough_
The implementation of the Neighbourhood Services structure did not take in the Social Services
Department until 1991; prior to that all responsibilities had been in a functional Social Services
Department which had been progressively decentralised. The Social Services function was
ultimately merged into the full Neighbourhood structure as the then Director of Social Services
retired.
We understand that increasingly, as the neighbourhood services structure began to take effect,
concerns were expressed by the then Director of Social Services about confused lines of
accountability, about the statutory nature of the Director of Social Services' role within a Local
Authority and the implications for the stable management of the Social Services Department.
The allegations covered in this report therefore span the various phases that the Social Services
Department organisation went through from the late 1980's to the early 1990's. It is apparent
from our interviews that former senior staff and senior members had Y
different
perspectives of this and indeed faith in each other.
We are told that, prior to the Neighbourhood Services structure being set up, Islington's Social
Services Department had a good national reputation for its child care services, although some
of the allegations in the Evening Standard dossiers go back to that time. Nevertheless, it is a
reasonable observation to suggest that the imposition of a neighbourhood based structure on a
functionally based organisation would have had serious consequences for communications, for
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In reviewing the names of staff in respect of whom allegations were made, a number were not
on the permanent staff at Islington but were provided by agencies. Residential care of children
requires a minimum number of staff to be available on site on a twenty four hour a day basis.
When establishments are faced with gaps in the rota due to sickness, holidays or staff leaving,
it is the case that agency staff are sometimes used to fill the gaps on a temporary basis. There
were times when Islington made extensive use of agency staff, many of whom had left by the
time concerns about them had been raised. It was 1987 before Police Checks were routinely
done on agency staff used by the Borough.
Comment
There is a fine line between positive personnel practices of this kind and practices which have
serious unintended consequences and we are told that, until the last 2 or 3 years, such unintended
consequences had happened. We are told that the Managers said they felt that they would not
be supported by Members when disciplining or dismissing people, particularly people from
ethnic minorities, or from the gay community.
One person described the situation as a period of:Lost disciplinaries
Recruitment procedures that could not challenge references from previous employers,
did not ask about previous disciplinaries and did not comment on absence records.
A ban on ringing referees.
People frightened by the Personnel process.'
Whether or not this was true, and we have had different views expressed to us on this
matter, there is nevertheless evidence from the information that we have received which
suggests that disciplinary action was not triggered when it should have been and that this
culture may have been part of the reason for it
financial Considerations
The investment in the decentralist structure with its neighbourhoods and other policies created
financial pressures which appear to have been added to by normal service priorities. Islington
was one of the Local Authorities in London that had serious refinancing problems in the mid/late
eighties which undoubtedly put great stress on capital and revenue resources. These financial
pressures pre-date the Neighbourhood system and indicate the depth of the problem.
One Manager told us that regular reports were presented to the Council on the 6 weekly
Committee cycle making it clear that physical conditions and standards in the Home were very
poor and needed attention - long before the Evening Standard reports. This person's view was
that there was no response from Members, although we were told by another Manager that when
drawn to his attention, the Director of Neighbourhood Services allocated resources to improve
the fabric of Children's Homes. Whatever the truth of the matter, events subsequently have led
Islington to close a number of children's centres and to invest considerably in the remainder,
rectifying undoubted problems of low investment at that time.

This would seem to confirm comments that are mad
e in other reports that investment in the
fabric of Children's Homes was far from what it shou
ld have been and that the Social Services
case for capital investment was not made as strongly
as it might have been.
C

It would appear that, whilst revenue investment in staff
to support the neighbourhood structure
was increased, there was no corresponding investmen
t in service infrastructure and residential
personnel, which might explain the deterioration of
buildings, the high use of agency staff in
Children's Homes, and a feeling amongst Social Serv
ices staff that Members did not want to
know about needs for greater investment in services.
Departmental Qrganisadott
Prior to 1991, Social Services staff within each neig
hbourhood office were managed by a
Neighbourhood Officer for Social Services (NOSS).
The NOSS was in turn responsible to an
Assistant Director (Social Services). However, each
Assistant Director held lead responsibility
for a separate client group. Hence for each NOSS their
line manager had responsibility for all
clients whereas other A.D.'s had the specialist policy
and practice knowledge and specific client
group responsibilities.
From 1991 there was a completely new Department,
headed by the Director of Neighbourhood
Services, who was supported by two Deputies and
three Assistant Directors. Each had
responsibility for a service function within the Neig
hbourhood Services Department (an aspect
of Housing or Social Services) and line management
for a group of Neighbourhood Managers,
which were new posts established to run each neigh
bourhood office. In most instances, these
Neighbourhood Managers were aid professionally
qualified or indeed experienced Social
Work managers. Small numbers of NOSS' were
also unqualified. In our view, this is a
recipe for disaster. The NOSS posts now reported direc
tly to a Neighbourhood Manager who
had Social Services, Housing and some Chief Exec
utive responsibilities. (see Annex for
organisation charts).
The Assistant Director with policy responsibilities
for services to children and families was
someone to whom staff frequently referred matters of
concern and who featured in the Evening
Standard as a key figure in the Department's Senior
Management Team. There was an implied
expectation that the person in this role would respond
and take action in respect of matters made
own to her but, structurally, the department did not
provide for this. This person was in a
key role - as the most senior staff member carr
ied over from the Social Services
Department; as a senior child care figure and
someone it is alleged knew much of the
problems subsequently brought to light. This pers
on was also the key staff 'interface' with
Members and on whose judgement much rest
ed. Responsibility for much of the
departmental quality of management and its respo
nses as concerns were raised, rests with
her.
The Neighbourhood_ Office Service
The decentralisation of services was designed to
make services as locally available and
accountable as possible. The
Inquiry in 1989 identified that priority within the
Neighbourhood Offices was accorded to the provision
of a duty service - the ready availability
,t social work time for local residents who came
to the office seeking help. The implications

of such a policy are that "the Social Workers' priorities are determined by the public who come
in rather than the Social Workers themselves."
Co mmen
Whilst in itself it is a laudable philosophy, it cannot be the only determinant in the management
of Social Services. A number of Managers expressed the view that the political and professional
philosophy of the Council at that time was diametrically opposite; Members wishing to have a
community based supportive philosophy with open access through Neighbourhood Services, a
commitment to welfare rights and community development but a lack of appreciation of the
needs for a professional culture and support for those functions of a Social Services Department
which are essentially and regrettably interventionist in families' lives. We doubt whether the
overall philosophy of Islington was as explicitly defined as this but there has to be some
substance in the view that political priorities were not in accord with the perceived day to day
service demands of the Islington Social Services function. As a result, the basic concentration
on standards and organisational "checks and balances" undoubtedly suffered.
Neighbourhood Organisation
The Neighbourhood Manager who was put in post to carry substantial delegated authority to
deliver local services was inevitably going to carry responsibility for one or more areas of
service in which he/she had no professional training or expertise - this was because of the range
of services brought together in the Neighbourhood Services Department.
A Neighbourhood Services Manager with Housing training and experience could find
him herself responsible for the management of one or more residential children's establishments
and for a team of Social Workers. Respectively, these services were directly managed by a
NOSS and a senior social worker. We were told that "the organisation was not clear about its
expectations of its staff"
The Neighbourhood Offices themselves, or one in particular, was described by one of its staff
as having reception and administrative staff who supported staff from all services. The social
-work duty desk was close to the cashier's desk which was always busy with people queuing to
pay for their rent and council tax. There was only one private interview room and there was
competition for space in which to conduct confidential interviews. For a Neighbourhood
Manager, there were clearly serious matters of concern arising from not only Social Services
functions but also Housing which were no doubt in competition for management time.
Comment
In such a situation, all the received wisdom about organisational change would indicate that such
1 radical restructuring from two functional departments to an integrated Neighbourhood Services
Department would need major investment in organisational development in order to ensure that
people understood their roles and responsibilities, that communication mechanisms were clear,
that reporting mechanisms were clear and so on.
From what we have learned
ppeari that this investment of time did not happen and
is a consequence, the potential for issues dropping into "black holes" or not getting dealt
vith was very high. Furthermore, it is probable that various people in the middle
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fragmented practice and low standards) and that the expertise needed to run proper
residential child care was variable at best, creating the conditions for standards of care and
behaviour to decline.
Industrial Action
Between September 1992 and February 1993 virtually all social workers and senior social
workers within the Borough went on strike. For those six months there was virtually no
professional social work service and this undoubtedly added to the lack of credibility that the
Social Services department now had amongst Members. Not only were Members unhappy at
the way these industrial relation matters were carried out but the lack of staff in crucial function
areas created a vacuum which was inevitably partially filled by unqualified residential care staff
interpreting, in their own way, the best interests of children. The legacy of this strike is still
spoken about; Members were bitter at the way it was carried out and the subsequent toss of
confidence in the department; soured relationships undoubtedly added an extra ingredient into
, what was already a very potent cocktail of problems in the Borough.
Social Services and the Corporate Political Context
We are told that, increasingly, Social Services "drifted away" from the centre of "political
;cavity" and that that department was increasingly seen as arguing against the creation of the
Neighbourhood Services model.
We further understand that this process to some extent continued when the Housing Department
and Social Services Departments were fintllyperge
other words, whilst the Director of
Neighbourhood Services may have participata in co • • ate management meetings, there was
riot a good and open channel of communication between Chief Officer and Members; reports
about resources in Social Services had little credibility amongst senior Members of the Council
and we understand that there was very little understanding about a "need to know system"
between Members and Chief Officers.
Comment
k major department such as this, so out of favour and increasingly lacking in political
understanding, support and credibility, damages its changes of getting resources and
positive decisions. There is evidence that this happened.
Relationshigs with other Agencies
For a Social Services Department to operate effectively, particularly in child care matters, it has
to synchronise its operations with other important agencies such as the Police, the Health
Service, the Education Service and Probation Service
Throughout our work, we got a distinct impression that a trusting and objective working
relationship between Islington Social Services and those other agencies was not always the case.
We are told that there were difficulties between the department and the Police when it came to
investigating allegations of paedophilia; we understand that the internal organisation of Police
representation on the Area Child Protection Committee did not link as strongly as it might have
•vidi the Family Protection Unit in the Islington Division of the Metropolitan Police. We have
been told by some people that joint Police and Social Services investigations were actively

discouraged for a variety of reasons - something which might serve to explain why,
when
allegations of the kind made in the dossiers in relation to staff were made, they were
not always
jointly investigated.

Conclusions
Most work on organisational effectiveness in the public services charts the interaction
of crucial
"policy drivers" one on another and argues that if one or more of these becomes dysfunc
tional,
then the general competence of the organisation deteriorates rapidly. These drivers are
usually
summarised as:Political objectives.
Organisational strengths.
Managerial competence.
Professional standards.
Personnel polices.
Financial investment.
Interagency dynamics.
It is our judgement that at the time that these matters surfaced, that there is
evidence that
all of these dynamics were working to some extent disfunctionally in relation
to the

Social
Services and, as a consequence, it is possible that this combined result
created the
conditions whereby the problems identified by the Evening Standard and
others could
have flourished.

Even if only some of these observations are true, then it could be surmised that
Islington
Council's Social Services function might have been characterised as:Increasingly isolated from the mainstream political and corporate management of the
Council and feeling unsupported.
A Social Services environment of increasing fragmentation and little internal cohesion

.

Having a management structure which was very weak in places and which definitely
felt
unsupported in dealing with potential investigations and disciplinary actions.
A fragmented social work culture where each neighbourhood devised its own particul
ar
approach and philosophy.
A department where reporting lines were unclear and where accountability became lost.
A personnel environment which allowed people to exploit situations if they so chose
in
the likelihood that any action following would be diffused and lost.
An organisation which, through the process of restructuring and all that had gone before
it, was demoralised, had few of the internal organisational checks and balances necessar
y
n a Social Services Department and one with no overall definition of professional
,tandards or means of achieving them.

It is possible to describe Islington at that time as a single department having broken up into 24
separate department', each with its own management systems, its own internal communication
?roblems; its own interpretation as to how to react to events and between them, varying degrees
of knowledge about the management of Social Services; in other words, a Social Services
function out of sympathy with its political masters and one which was in places demoralised and
unfocused.
It is our view that these are the conditions which breed the possibility for the exploitation
of children, for staff to become de-motivated and unfocused in their work and for the
quality of work to slip far below acceptable standards.
The responsibility for ensuring the provision of a properly accountable and robust
department lies with the Council of the time and its senior officers. It is our view that
weaknesses in the organisation identified in our work and the many other reports also
referred to in this document indicated an amazing breakdown in communications and
credibility which undoubtedly created the conditions which the bad practice and other
matters contained in this report were allowed to flourish. There is no doubt in our mind
that a "pure" Neighbourhood structure is fundamentally unable to provide the expertise,
consistency, checks and balances and professional standards required of a competent
Social Services function. The evidence dearly shows the breakdowns and problems which
followed implementation of this structure. The changes Islington has now made to the
structure reflects their shift of thinking on this subject and are commented on further later
in the report.

CHAPTER FOUR

PERSONNEL

PERSONNEL
The allegations made in the Evening Standard, as supplemented by the dossiers present
ed to us
by the Newspapers and together with work done by other reviews and consult
ants, chart
allegations of staff misconduct or negligence which could be broken down into:Directly abusive behaviour
Failure to discharge the duties appropriate to professional standards and the individu
al's
managerial position.
Residential Children's Centro

Details of each of the children's centres, the staff, the specific allegations alleged
to have been
their responsibility and a summary of their disciplinary process and exit method
s are all
contained in confidential annexes to this report
In summary, it is alleged that more than 32 staff employed by Islington Council
between
1970's and the 1990's were responsible for the following types of activity:Sexually assaulting other staff
Encouraging boys to be rent boys
Sexual misconduct with residents
Sale of drugs
Sexual harassment
Collusion with children shoplifting
Abusive language to children
Inappropriate contact with children in care
Allowing men to abuse both boys and girls
Abuse of financial systems
Staff involvement in sex rings
Staff involvement in paedophile rings
Staff involved in child pornography
Physical abuse
Embezzlement
Abduction of a child to
Staff introducing children to blue movies
Gay staff encouraging children to engage with known homosexual organisations
Staff having affairs with children
Children abusing other children
Children's Homes being used for prostitution
Only 32 of the staff are named. Others are unidentified. It must be stressed that
these are
illegations going back many years, many of which it is impossible now to track
and to
form a judgement about. All, however, are extremely serious and should have
been

nvestigated with vigour by the Council and management of the departm
ent at whatever
rime they emerged.

riany of these allegations involved criminal
behaviour as well as staff misconduct and
the
standard response of any Social Services
Department then and now should have
been as
follows:Suspension of staff implicated and full disc
iplinary investigation with a concludin
investigative disciplinary hearing.
review of the particular child's case on
a multi-disciplinary basis supervised by
CPC.
A joint Police and Social Services inve
stigation in those circumstances where
it
might appear that there was criminal behavio
ur.
Our review took this as its starting point and
sought to check the individual personnel reco
rds
of all staff implicated against Islington's
personnel records, against Department of
Hea
lth
Consultancy lists and in discussion with line
managers. Clearly, we could only check thos
e 32
staff whose names were known to us.
In summary, our investigations found:Sometimes staff moved between establishmen
ts and between residential and field child
care work. One at least has left the country.
There has only been limited access to Islin
gton's personnel files; they only have files
going back 5 years and even in that case som
e of the files are missing.
Agency staff were used in some of the residen
tial units; 4 agency staff were the subject
of sonic of the abuse allegations.
Only 16 personnel files were seem details of
these staff were checked with the Police and
the Department of Health Consultancy list.
Of the total of 32 staff,
4 were subject to disciplinary action, follo
wing which 2 were dismissed
5 were subject to disciplinary process but
left on ill health grounds before
disciplinary action was concluded
I faced charges of child abuse
13 were not subject to any investigation
10 resigned
1 was dismissed
2 are still in pos
were from agencies
tiles in respect of some of these staff have
been destroyed, but we are told some stair
were allowed to, or asked to, resign after serio
us allegations were made.
Many personnel records could not be trac
ed at all. Some may have been agency
whilst others simply do not exist.

*

Only uvo members of staff are still employed by the London Borough of Islingt
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Disciplinary Actin&
Measured against the criteria for action set out above, it is apparent from this
analysis that the
London Borough of Islington did not in most cases undertake the standa
rd investigative
processes that should have been triggered whenever they occurred.
It is possible, therefore that some staff now not in the employment of
Islington could be
working elsewhere in the field of Social Services with a completely
dean disciplinary
record and yet have serious allegations still not investigated in their histor
y.
This is a deplorable state of affairs, particularly since, were any of these allegat
ions proven, then
the possibility of paedophiles gaining access to Residential Homes in this
country is reinforced.
Since only a few of these investigations were carried out, it is not possible for
the names of these
staff to be circulated to all other employers in this field.

Recamincadadan
We recommend that Islington write to all Social Services Department
s
suggesting they review current employees who may have come via
the
Islington route are to be checked with Islington Council and the Department
of Health Consultancy Register.
The responsibility for ensuring that such an investigative system was in
place rests with the
Council and the senior officers of Islington during the period in questi
on. It is dear that
Islington did not initiate the type of investigation they should have and
as a consequence
the possibility remains that staff engaged in abusive behaviour are now workin
g elsewhere
in the field with potentially serious consequences. Islington should have
known and acted;
they clearly did not.

Ali Liuctai Services Departments should have implement
ed the Warner Report and ensuing
circulars the Department of Health issued. These were:Dear Director Letter - "Choosing with care" - 7 December
1992
Dear Director Letter ''Selection & Recruitment" - 7 Decem
ber 1992
LAC(93)15.
LAC(94)22.
The events outlined in this report largely predate Warner.
Nevertheless, these issues illustrate
the importance of proper implementation nationally - some
thing we have taken up separately
with Department of Health.
Equal Oppartuniti
We have said earlier in the report that during the 1980
's, in common with many other
Authorities, Islington took a very proactive approach to equal
opportunities, to ensure that staffs
employment prospects were not prejudiced in any way becau
se of their ethnic backgrounds,
gender or sexual preferences. Everybody working in the field
of Social Services would applaud
such a stance; however, with such a proactive policy come
dangers of over-protection, and it is
our view that this may have been a factor in the culture of
Islington which prevented a much
more interventionist approach by managers to allegations of
this kind. Carried out appropriately
this is quite reasonable; if, however, it becomes perceived as
positive bias towards certain groups
of staff, or indeed unfair protection, then such a positive move
becomes a negative factor and
a great danger in the employment of Social Services staff.
We have formed the impression from our various interviews
that in the late 1980's and early
1990's, the equal opportunities environment, driven
from the personnel perspective,
became a positive disincentive for challenge to bad pract
ice. We were told by one staff
member that "it was a weal; ineffective organisation which
was set up for individuals to feed off
for their own advantage; it was paralysed by equal opportunity
and race issues". We are told
that managers believed they would not be supported if they
triggered disciplinary investigations
involving staff who may be from ethnic minorities or memb
ers of the gay community. It cannot
be a coincidence that of the 32 staff named in these records,
a number fall within those groups.
at is therefore, a possibility that the policy of positive discri
mination in Islington has had serious
unintended consequences in allowing some staff to exploit childr
en for their own purposes and
in doing so display totally unprofessional behaviour.
All Local Authorities with Social Services responsibilities have
to act in "loco parentis" for the
children in their care. It is crucial that all the policies, proce
dures and arrangements for
Councils in relation to children are primarily child centr
ed rather than personnel centred
only; equal opportunities policies are an excellent example
where Local Authorities need to be
crucially clear about the emphasis that they put on these polici
es and the directions they give to
heir staff as to how to interpret them. We believe that Isling
ton's policies at that time were not
child centred and we comment at the end of this report on
our view about the current situation.
We were also surprised in our analysis at the number of
staff who left, either on ill health
grounds, or resigned before disciplinary action was trigge
red. We were told by Islington that
it that time the Council's early retirement scheme was a lot
more flexible than it was now We

suspect that a number of staff left Islington by persuading the Council's Health Adviser that they
were unfit to work and that therefore they should be given ill health retirements with enhanced
*)enetits.
We comment further towards the end of this report on the current Personnel practices; this
"back door" could very well have allowed staff who were acting unprofessionally to exit
Islington as questions began to be asked and again allowed them the possibility of
employment elsewhere in the Social Services field to continue their practices. It is important
that all Local Authorities ensure that such "back doors" do not exist and that all staff for whom
there are questions about the quality of their professional practice should be dealt with through
proper competency procedures contained in Council's disciplinary procedures.
We conclude by observing that the culture of Islington outlined in various parts of this
report seemed to have created a Personnel environment which did not encourage
intervention as proactively as it should have in investigating and dealing with serious
allegations of abuse in Islington Social Services Department. It is crucial in all Local
Authorities that Personnel procedures are dearly synchronised with the needs of a Social
Services Department and the publication of the Warner Report drew attention to this in
1992. Our comments at the end of the report about the current situation describe our
views about the potential for this happening in the future.

Manaumeatikanansibilities
Whilst it is the responsibility of the Council itself and its senior managers to engineer a climate
where positive industrial relations policies can be implemented, it is the responsibility of the line
managers to ensure that they are carried out. For the purposes of this description, line managers
are Heads of Homes, Neighbourhood Officers of Social Services (until 1991) and then
Neighbourhood Managers.
In investigating these allegations, therefore, we have interviewed the line managers involved
in the running of services covered by this report Twenty-four managers could all have had
management responsibility for children looked after who were cared for in foster homes and in
up to 10 Children's Homes in the Borough and other specialist placements elsewhere. Each
children's establishment was the responsibility of a manager who in turn was responsible to a
NOSS (subsequently Neighbourhood Manager). Geographical considerations meant that five
Neighbourhood Managers and three Deputy or Assistant Directors were responsible for the
management of residential child care.
Other key players were Policy Advisers, Inspectors and Professional Practice Advisers; many
of the people who at times held one or more of these posts have been alleged as having failed
Piz, act appropriately, failed to respond to concerns or failed to pass on information as necessary.
We have interviewed the key managers and their names are set out in the confidential
Hanes to this report It seems inconceivable to us that allegations of the kind outlined at

:he beginning of this chapter could not have surfaced to their level. In our view, if they did
kn ow, they should have initiated the action outlined earlier in this chapter; if they did not
know, then they should have done and it is upon this that we wish to comment.

here have been a depressingly large
number of reports in recent years abo
ut the management
of residential child care in this cou
ntry. What is clear from them all
is
that the external
management of residential child car
e is no easy task. Knowing what goe
s on behind a front door
requires a large degree of experience
and expertise and a degree of determ
ination and openness
by all concerned.
In our investigations we have been told
by some staff that managers knew and
did nothing about
other managers have said they did not
know at all and people did not "surfac
e" these matters.
Given the extent of the problems, not
only outlined in this chapter but in
other reports which
comment on the quality of the fabric
of the buildings, it cannot have been
anything but the case
that the line managers have to share
the responsibility for the inaction by
Islington during those
years.
We were told, for example, by one
line manager thateknew nothing abo
ut these allegations
and believed that the quality of the
care provided was adequate, yet ano
ther line manager who
subsequently took over that area told
us how criticalawas of the lack of sup
ervision systems,
of the lack of care of children, of the
poor state of fabric of the buildings
and
so on. We are told
by a residential worker thatalexplicit
ly 1111111111concerns both to middle
and senior managers
and no action was taken. Reports wer
e said to disappear into a "black hol
e".
Whilst we can have some sympathy
with the difficulties of middle manag
ers in any organisation
who have repeatedly drawn the def
iciencies of the service to the atte
ntion of their senior
managers and Council only to have
them ignored, this in itself is no rea
son not to continue to
ursue these matters.
The political, financial and operationa
l culture of the organisation already
described sets out an
environment where some middle ma
nagers believed that, had they interve
ned, they would not
have been supported and indeed per
haps criticised themselves. Hard tho
ugh it is, this is no
excuse for inaction.
It is possible, therefore, to conclu
de the existence of some kind of ma
nagerial vacuum or
weariness amongst managers wo
rking in what must have been at
cer
tain times a very
demoralised department with
poor and fragmented leadership,
if that. Again, however,
whilst understanding these dynam
ics it cannot be ignored that line ma
nagers should have
visited those Homes, should have tak
en necessary action, should hav
e spoken to children,
hould have had proper superv
isory tystems, should have had
proper appraisal
rranstement3. should lave carrie
d Int spot checks, and should
hav
e responded to
allegations as serious as the ones 'ffla
ille Ind now investigated.
Given the breakdown in the total org
anisation from the top to bottom, it
is impossible to blame
middle managers alone; the whole org
anisation has to take responsibility
for the quality
of its operation. We will comment
later in this report on the changes
Islington have made to
strengthen the management of its
Children's Homes and to ensure tha
t properly qualified
managers now run Islington's remain
ing Children's Homes.
3ingle

.84enel Stall
Ail Local Authorities need to use agency staff to ensure cover for sickness, leave and other
temporary problems and Islington was no different in that respect. The Evening Standard
dossiers, however, assert that at least one staffing agency in Islington was run by paedophiles
and was heavily used by Children's Homes and was therefore a natural conduit for paedophiles
to work within the system.
We have no means of knowing whether this is true or not but it is clear to anybody working in
this field that if one uses agency staff in a residential setting, and the agency does not itself carry
out proper personnel policies, then this is a conduit which could be exploited by people who
wish themselves to exploit children.
This is a matter of obvious concern, not just in relation to Islington but in relation to all Social
Services Departments and employers in this field. Employment practices in relation to
residential children's staff *ere commented on heavily by the Warner Report and all Local
Authorities were expected to work through and implement that report systematically. Islington
NSD itself has implemented this report.
Warner recommendation 7 clearly states "Employers who wish to use agencies should satisfy
themselves that they represent good value for money, and do not have an adverse effect on the
resources available for the care of children; and should require any agencies used to adopt
selection and appointment procedures as rigorous as those for directly employed staff "
4,11 Local Authorities received circulars of guidance on this should inform management
practice. In the light of this Inquiry we will ask the Department of Health to remind all
Local Authorities of the crucial importance of this.
The events outlined in this report clearly pre-data the Warner Report and we understand that
Islington have, as part of implementing the Warner Report, satisfied themselves of this matter.
We would suspect, however, that nationally there might have been a differential approach to the
detail of implementing this recommendation and that it is theoretically possible that agencies
may not be as scrupulously regulated as Warner might have wanted. In our view, such a local
regulatory process would involve checking employment records, checking the quality of
interviewing and all the other practical validations that could be carried out, including periodic
spot checks. This is obviously a further matter for general consideration by the Department of
Health and one which we will draw to the Department of Health's attention separately.
Department of Health Consultancy Register and the Metropolitan y'oli
The Department of Health has a Consultancy Register. It is utterly dependent on all Local
Authorities carrying out proper investigations of the kind outlined in this chapter and notifying
them properly of such names. It is usual general practice that names are only submitted to the
consultancy register where people have proven disciplinary action against them. The "ground
rules" for the consultancy register are not however that specific, in that it is open to Local
Authorities who genuinely believe there to be some doubt about employees possible behaviour
o be included on the list. However, in employment law terms, particularly since staff are
notified that their names are put on the register, this is difficult to define and in Islington's case

it is clear that, because so ma
ny disciplinary investigations
were not carried out, that ma
the names that might have bee
ny of
n added to a consultancy registe
r have never been done so. Th
again seems to be a matter of
is
general importance and we un
derstand that the Department
ifealth are reviewing the use of
of
the consultancy register. We
will therefore bring this matte
the attention of the Department
r to
of Health separately.
In Lslington, many staff about
whom there were suspicions left
before the "net" closed on the
and as such might have escape
m
d notification and gone to em
plo
ym
ent elsewhere in the country.
This, of course, is a particular
problem in large urban areas
such as London where staff wo
in one Authority could leave
rking
and go to work with another
wit
h a perfectly clean sheet despit
there being questions about the
e
ir competence and professional
standards.
We realise that the issue of exc
hanging information about em
ployees behaviour is a particu
sensitive and difficult area wh
larly
en there are no criminal convic
tions or confirmed disciplinary
actions. We do, however, kn
ow that a large number of me
n involved in paedophile rin
have clean records and clearly,
gs do
therefore, have the potential to
move within the children's' wo
We also know from our discus
rld.
sions with the Metropolitan Po
lice that in the routine course
their enquiries, they collect mu
of
ch information which may hav
e relevance to the employment
staff in Social Services depart
of
ment; but which cannot be sha
red with them. It is entir
possible, therefore, that in thi
ely
s country, there are staff wo
rking with children about wh
Social Services departments
om
have no knowledge, but ab
out whom the Police have ver
serious, albeit unconfirmed,
y
information. All the names
of the staff in the confidentia
annexes have been notified and
l
checked against the DOH Consu
ltancy Register.
it is equally important that eve
n wider child care considera
tions are reviewed. The Eveni
i tandard dossiers allege tha
ng
t at least one member of staff
implicated in their investigatio
,currently involved in runnin
ns
is
g an 1111111111111111111.f
or children in another part of
MIN Whilst recognising
the
the legal difficulties that thi
s area poses, it is our view,
sowever, that the Departmen
t of Health, The Home Offic
e and the Metropolitan Polic
:mould review such matters
e
to find methods of improvin
g the interchange of informati
between relevant agencies ab
on
out people who might use an
y number of means to access
children.
In this context, there is als
o the question of the quality
or otherwise of the voluntar
organisations child consultancy
y
service. We have not looked int
o this but have talked to at
two voluntary organisations wh
lea
st
o are uncertain as to the accura
cy and the completeness of
service. it is our view that De
this
partment of Health should rev
iew
the working of this register
alongside these other matters.
The annexes set out all the inf
ormation that we have been abl
e to gain about the staff nam
identified within this Inquiry.
es
We have asked the Department
of
Health to check this list agains
their consultancy list which the
t
y have now done. Given the typ
e of information presented in
confidential annexes:the

lisaunmendadas
'Ne recommend Islington no
w review the evidence prese
nted and consider
ether some, or all of these na
mes, should be added to tha
t consultancy list.
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Co nclusion
The tables set out in the confidential annexes summarise as
far as we can the routes by which
the 32 staff left Islington. The table of course is incomplete
because of the incompleteness of
personnel records and the large numbers of agency staff who
might have been working in the
Borough during the period concerned. It is clearly unsat
isfactory that so few of these cases
were properly investigated against the criteria set out
earlier in this chapter. It is quite
possible that some of these staff are still working in the
children's field and that children
might consequently still be at risk. Hence the recommend
ation above about referring these
names to the consultancy list.
What this review shows is a classic case study of an
organisation lacking the culture,
philosophy and managerial infrastructure to work in
and intervene in highly sensitive
child care matters. There is evidence that over ten years
Islington Council were not as well
informed as they should have been and, where they
were, they did not intervene as
proactively as they should have. It is our view, therefore,
that were these allegations true,
some children were not cared for properly and that some
staff escaped disciplinary and
possibly criminal investigation.

CHILDREN
The Evening Standard Allegan°
The allegations made to the Evening Standard are contained
Press articles published in October 1992.
Background and supporting information in dossier one (1992)
Further allegations and supporting information in dossier two (December 1993).
The numbers of children who were subject of these allegations came to a total of 26 who were
named, plus others who were either unnamed or referred to by first names only (and thus not
possible to follow up). Details are set out in the confidential annex. The original press articles
in 1992 highlighted eight children, to whom the paper referred by other names, but these
children were identifiable to Neighbourhood Services staff who worked with them. These
children were mainly living in residential Children's Homes in Islington.
The allegations in the press included:Children working as prostitutes
Boyfriends staying in Children's Homes for girls.
Pimps having access to children in Children's Homes.
Children's Homes out of control.
Children being attacked in Children's Homes.
Staff taking no action; not protecting children in care.
Other allegations, involving a wider group of children were:Paedophiles having access to children in care.
Organised abuse of young people.
Networks of children in residential care subject to sexual abuse.
Recruitment of children for prostitution through residential care links.
Allegations as to the way in which the London Borough of Islington discharged its
responsibilities to children in residential care included:Poor physical standards.
Inadequate staffing.
Buildings unsafe and insecure.
enior managers unconcerned/taking no action.
aesiclential Care Tot Childre
While the concerns of the Evening Standard were for the direct care and protection of a number
of children, it was clear that the issue of residential care was a key element in the concerns
raised. Issues about staffing levels, staff management, access by visitors, the control of children
•vithin Residential Homes, and the physical state of the buildings were all matters which were

highlighted. These issues were
of key importance in meeting the
Authority's primary duty to
offer care and protection to you
ng people in its establishments.
One of the staff who visited Isli
ngton's Children's Homes in lat
e 1992 described the physical
gate of the buildings as poor and
in particular (in two Homes):Rain coming into bedrooms thr
ough the roof
Mattress on the floor in a bedroo
Broken mirrors.
Torn sheet for a curtain.
No carpet or appropriate floor
co
Insufficient chairs for residents
to sit down at dining table.
Dining table filthy with congea
led fat and grease.
The Neighbourhood Services De
partment commissioned a review
of its Residential Homes.
Initially MEW and 1/01
1. were asked to report on the
issue of control in the two
establishments that had featured
in the press in October 1992. Th
eir report confirmed a number
of areas of serious concern. In
particular, 11111Mandlliallill
found:A shocking state of disrepair in
one Home.
Poor physical standards with 2
establishments.
Long delays in attending to basic
repairs and maintenance (3 month
s for a simple repair)
Young people sexually abused
while in the care of the Local
Au
tho
rity.
Young people sexually abused
by other young people in care.
Lack of clarity about the functio
n and purpose of residential un
its
Lack of support from senior ma
nagers.
Low priority given to arms length
inspection.
Inappropriate personnel policy
- allowing staff to move on rather
than face disciplinary
investigation.
Confusion and conflict about rol
es and responsibilities.

LingAtanagranent
In the chapter on Personnel we hav
e concluded that allegations made
about neglectful or abusive
care of children by staff were not
always investigated. Oaf*
andallallat in their repo
of 1993, provided evidence of poo
rt
r quality child care management
in Islington in the 1990's.
We also found evidence of poor
middle management at that tim
e.
These factors all lend support to
the argument that there was poo
r management of residential
child care which created the con
ditions within which the sexual exp
loitation of children, by staff,
p imps, or paedophiles, could hav
e taken place. The absence of rob
ust management systems
would mean that there were insuff
icient checks and oversight of car
e
pra
ctices, leaving children
vulnerable in a number of ways.

Neighbourhood Officers (NOSS) and, after 1991, Neighbourhood Managers had responsibility
for the management and supervision of the managers of Children's Residential Homes
(Superintendents) with NOSS' reporting to them. Responsibility of these middle managers
included visiting the establishments on a regular basis (monthly) to review their operation and
the standards of care which existed, and to report accordingly.

Waif and MUM reported that:Staff felt they got little support and direction from external managers.
Staff felt frustration at the lack of progress in achieving repairs, redecoration and
improvements.
Staff needed access to more senior managers where the usual line management channel
was ineffective.
In addition, this Inquiry was told:Senior Managers with responsibilities for Children's Homes did not visit them nor
considered it part of their role.
Reports on the poor state of Homes were submitted by Neighbourhood Officers but no
action resulted.
There was a division of responsibility between Neighbourhood Officer/Assistant which
perhaps confused the lines of accountability.
There was a substantive difference of view expressed between Neighbourhood Officers
as to the extent of the poor state of repair of the Residential Homes.
Neighbourhood Officers did not routinely speak to children cared for in Residential
Homes.
There was a significant change of postholder in the ANOSS post, with a number of staff
'acting up' and a consequential loss of continuity.
There were concerns about two superintendents of Children's Homes and their lack of
management ability.
The role and responsibilities of line managers outside a residential establishment is now set out
in Children Act legislation and guidance. While immediate line managers have a responsibility
to visit, inspect and report on all aspects to do with the running of Children's Homes, Senior
Managers have a responsibility to read these reports and to take action to address problem areas.
Where particular or serious problems are identified, or where they are persistent, they should
initiate appropriate concerted action to ensure a comprehensive departmental approach to
achieve a resolution.
In the light of current knowledge we have no doubt that in many respects the quality of
middle management was ineffective. This could dearly have created a situation within
vhich children's care could have been seriously deficient, as alleged.
)rganised Abuse
the nature of paedophile activity and network abuse is that young people who are involved are
frightened and intimidated by their abusers and thus feel unable to tell others what is happening,
;ince they do not trust in the ability of Police or Social Services systems to protect them. Hence

the identification of those wh
o may be involved is someth
ing which initially occurs be
staff noticing changed or wo
cause of
rrying behaviour, patterns
of movement, circumstantia
such as children having unexp
l
evi
dence
lained sums of money, or rep
orts from other people. The
of children thought to have
numbers
been involved is thus arrive
d at through reviewing a nu
reports from a range of sta
mber of
ff over a period of time rathe
r than direct reporting or all
made by the young people
egations
themselves.
In one of Islington's Neighbo
urhood Offices, reports we
re written over a period of
naming children who were tho
13 months
ught to be involved in organ
ised, network abuse. Discus
liaison with other professiona
sions and
ls led to the names of a large
number of children being con
as having possible links or
sidered
connections, and thus the po
ssibility that they also were
abuse. A total of 61 children
at risk of
were thus named as possible
victims.
During 1990 networks associ
ated with suspected adult ab
users were considered. A ser
meetings were held involv
ies of
ing key Social Services sta
ff
an
d Police. Subsequently Po
interviewed a number of
lice
children and two of the ad
ults. No charges resulted.
working party was set up
An ACPC
and met during late 1990/ea
rly 1991. Among other thi
working party effected liaiso
ngs, this
n over all the individual chi
ldren whose names had bee
in the list of those for whom
n included
there was serious concern an
d relevant information was
There were working relation
shared.
ships with the Police which
is
a
key element of protecting chi
and the Police undertook cer
ldren
tain enquiries on the basis of
the information gained, but
grounds to take matters furthe
ha
d no
r.
Late in 1991 allegations we
re received that a further ne
twork existing involving a nu
other adults and implicating
mber of
these adults in what would
be,
if true, extremely serious cou
criminal behaviour. These all
nts of
egations included reference
to organised ritual abuse.
In October 1991 an ACPC Po
licy Sub-Group agreed to set
up an inter-agency working
co-ordinate investigations int
party to
o these matters. This met at
least seven times between
1991 and August 1992 and
No
vember
involved Social Services, Ed
ucation, Police, Health, Prob
the Boroughs Legal Section.
ation and
The Police set up a 'major inc
ident procedure' to co-ordina
investigations.
te their
The allegations of ritual ab
use were part of the secon
d dossier which was passe
Department of Health to the
d by the
Metropolitan Police. We ha
ve discussed these allegatio
officers from New Scotlan
ns with
d Yard. They have advised
us that these matters were
investigated by the Police
fully
who worked with Islington
child protection team. Some
allegations were investigated
other
by Golder, Green Police.
Islington Police advised this
Inquiry that they concluded
that: "there was insufficien
to support the allegation of net
t evidence
s.ork abuse at that time."
Sco
tland Yard officers have tol
despite full enquiries "there
d us that
was insufficient evidence
on which to bare any cri
proceedings" and no basis
minal
for them to make any furthe
r enquiries in this regard.
Islington ACPC were thus ful
ly involved in reviewing the
allegations of network abuse
ilso confirmed their understa
. The SSI
nding that, under the auspices
of Islington ACPC, these ma
peen fully examined by intertters had
agency working groups.

The Department of Health guidance on the management of allegations of organised abuse was
not published until October 1991, when it was included in the second edition of Working
Together. The key requirements as set out in the guidance included (in summary form):Management to be at a senior level.
ACPC to agree procedures.
Investigation process to be agreed on an inter-agency basis.
Investigation of criminal activity should not be at the expense of children's welfare,
Senior Managers should supervise the inter-agency investigation.
Resource issues should be addressed.
There should be regular strategy meetings.
The minutes of the inter-agency working groups have been made available to this Inquiry. They
are not detailed but do demonstrate that Islington ACPC did meet, in broad terms, the
expectations identified by Department of Health guidance. This was achieved through the
establishment of an inter-agency working party on two occasions, in response to two sets of
allegations.
Csmclusinna
Within any locality team of social workers with responsibilities to children, there will be a
number of children identified who have suffered, or who are at risk of, abuse. It is a different
matter to assert that there are links between them and that a network exists leading an abuser
from one to another. The allegations in the Evening Standard supported the view that there was
organised abuse in an area of Islington at that time.
.ks shown above, Islington Police were involved in the investigation of these allegations. While
it was clear that some individual children were at risk of abuse, the Police found no evidence of
connections between these such as would support the assertion that there was organised abuse.
The Neighbourhood Services Department in Islington triggered the setting up of interagency
working groups reporting to the ACPC to coordinate investigations into these allegations.
Should there be a similar set of allegations today, Islington ACPC procedures are clearer as no
what should happen, senior management accountability is more tightly defined, and timesc
would be tighter.
With the exception of one conviction, in relation to a staff member
Islington did investigate these allegations and found no evidence to support the assertions
If organised abuse. The Social Services Inspectorate has reviewed the paperwork and has
come to a similar conclusion.
ndent Reviews of Individual Children
An independent review was set up late in 1992 whose brief included a report on the
welfare of the original eight children featured in the Evening Standard. This report was
presented in February 1993, and was reported to the Neighbourhood Services Committee
on 22 February 1993 The welfare of these children was further followed up and
reported to the Committee and to Senior Managers in 1993, to the SSI in November 1993
ind again to Senior Managers in February 1994

With one exception, these young people are now youn
g adults (aged 18-25). Their
welfare, counselling and support needs have been addressed
in detail; provision has been
linked to their own wishes (in one case the young perso
n clearly wanted no further
contact) but appropriate ongoing support and help has
been made available to others.
The younger child was not in residential care (as were
the others) but there has been
ongoing help and involvement with the carers for this child
, and specialist help for the
child.
There have been a number of independent reports and revie
ws additional to, and separate from,
the review undertaken by 110111.and lillilli In som
e cases there were specific issues
which caused the circumstances of individual children
to be looked at in considerable depth.
)

One of the eight children above was a young person in
respect of whom the issues of
case planning and protection and substitute care had exerc
ised a number of staff over a
significant period in 1990/91. Islington commissioned
an independent review to look
into these matters and the subsequent report was presented
in March 1992 - long before
any allegations appeared in the press. The report highl
ighted a number of points
requiring management attention, particularly in
the areas of cases planning,
administration and record keeping, and - most important
ly- the Department's duties to
plan for the child's safety and welfare even where these were
in conflict with
wishes.
A second child sustained a series of moves between resid
ential establishments both
within Islington and outside. As a result of these move
asu
came into contact with a
number of different care staff where concerns were raised
bsequently made some
specific complaints against Islington. These were addressed
by the complaints process,
leading to an independent report from the investigating
officer, and a separate report
from the independent person (as required by Children Act
Complaints Procedures).
These reports were submitted in October 1993. They
were considered by the
Neighbourhood Services Complaints Panel in March 1994,
as a result of which some,
but not all, of the complaints were upheld. In respect
of those that were upheld the
Department made apologies and offered compensation.
There were a total of 31 complaints made on behalf of this
young person; the resultant
report listed a total of 64 recommendations. These cover
ed a wide range of issue
including matters of organisation, policy and administra
tion. The particular matter of
most immediate importance to this young person was
that there was a delay in
responding to
allegations thatShad been abused.
The allegations were in respect of past abuse while

in a differ

placement. Delay in
a matter of this seriousness might have led to a consideration ofent
disciplinary

procedures
against the relevant staff, but the report indicates that the
Authority's arrangements for
undertaking work of this kind were in need of review. It
also concluded that the staff
who would have been expected to carry out this work had
neither the specialist skills nor
e resources to undertake it. Secondly, the report concluded
that Islington failed to

provide a good standard of care for this young person while
was resident at a
Children's Home, but that this was attributable to a range of issues rather than the
specific actions of individual staff. It was for these reasons that the Department accepted
corporate responsibility rather than identifying the need for disciplinary action against
individual staff members. The responsibility was clearly that of elected members and
officers at the time.
The main report itself identified examples of high standards of professional practice as
well as examples of poor practice. The author stressed that some good quality work had
been done, although good practice was not in evidence throughout
d)

There was concern that a third child was involved in network abuse. As discussed earlier
in this chapter, there has been significant information about the possibilities of network
and organised abuse in the Islington area, and in particular the alleged activities of pimps
and paedophiles who were thought to be targeting groups of vulnerable children. Other
Police and Social Services Departments have recognised that children in residential care
can offer easy targets for others seeking to exploit children sexually, either directly or
through prostitution.
The name of one young person featured particularly in such concerns. Islington
commissioned an independent review ofallsituation and of the management &incase
during a period of particular concerns. This report was submitted to the Neighbourhood
Services Case Review Sub-Committee which was held in.flune 1994.
•
It pointed to a number of issues which at the time (1991/92) had not operated to secure
the best care and protection for this young person, among others, and referred to matters
which had been highlighted in the Evening Standard: namely, the role of Senior
Managers and the management of Children's Homes, but it also pointed to some lack of
clarity for responsibility and accountability within the organisational structure. Other
matters included the procedures for investigating. organised abuse (an issue for ACPC)
and the involvement of other agencies, particularly the Police.
The Child Protection Inspection by the SSI led to them having specific concerns about
two individual children and the way in which their cases had been man ed. These two
children have each been subject to an independent review by
The first
of these two reports was presented in September 1994, followed by the presentation of
the second report in February 1995.
conclusions were that, in respect of the first child:Inadequate protection for this young1111,
Work not in line with ACPC policies and procedures.
Inadequate protection at times as required by other statutory provisions.
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and in respect of the second child:Islington failed the test of good parenting.
Child protection meetings not held with sufficient urgen
cy.
Failure to follow C.P. procedures.
Delay in investigating concerns.
Failure to undertake full and immediate assessment of risk.

Other 'dentin et1 Chil dr en
The Evening Standard collated a significant amount of inform
ation which came to their attention
in a variety of ways through the end of 1992 and throughou
t 1993. Compiling the information
took a considerable amount of time and was finally achie
ved in November 1993. It was not
available at the time that Islington commissioned its third
series of independent reports in
December 1993.
In some cases individuals contacted the Evening Stan
dard directly to report their own
experiences as children in the care of the London Boro
ugh of Islington. In other cases these
,experiences were reported second hand but ranged from direc
t abuse by staff, to systems within
which people had felt neglected or uncared for.
In some cases names were not given, or only first names
were available. Some allegations went
back 15 years or more. Despite the fact that some of these
allegations were extremely serious,
he combination of timescale and lack of detailed informatio
n has made it impossible to pursue
detailed enquiries in some of these cases. Others have had
to be pursued through the review of
personnel issues in individual residential establishments,
so in some cases it has been possible
ro look at some allegations in other ways. Some young peop
le were involved in giving evidence
a disciplinary hearing against a member of staff
about whom they made allegations of
misconduct.
.UI the other children have been reviewed by Islington
who have reported on their current
whereabouts, welfare and needs for support and
help. The Authority has provided
comprehensive information as to its involvement with
these young people. Ten children,
now young adults, have all very different histories but
from the enquiries we have made
it is appropriate to conclude that Islington staff are awar
e of all of them, have maintained
contact where possible and where wanted, and have prov
ided, or offered, ongoing support
Ind help appropriate to their individual needs and circu
mstances.

,tnalys.
Some of the children who have been subject to independen
t review have long complex histories
Ind significant needs for help as a result The review we have
undertaken shows that these needs
have ultimately been addressed as far as is possible by Isling
ton staff. However, it is sadly the
case that for some of these Young people there were long
periods when they were receiving
Inadequate care and protection and hence were experiencin
g further distress and damage. There
ire inevitably limits to the extent to which current interv
entions can address the effects of past
Nrorigs.

Alleutions Concerning Foster Carte
The Evening Standard alleged that one foster carer, a agais had been rejected "as suspect"
by the Islington fostering team, but thataphad been approved as a foster carer for young
offenders under a special scheme. As a result of our subsequent enquiries, we are told care was
properly approved and that the first young person placed was aged alk but stayed on once
Wpm 18. Subsequently a young person agedilliwas placed there. After some months, the
carer was approved to continue to care for this second child only, on a long term basis, but after
the fostering panel had recommended that the application be refused. However, the Police check
vas clear and there was no history of abuse. The approval was subsequently given by a senior
officer who rejected the panel's recommendation. This process has now been changed so that
no recommendation of the fostering panel can be rejected without the approval of the Chief
Social Services Officer. The carer was later the subject of some allegations of inappropriate
behaviour and
approval as a carer was terminated in 1994.
second Evening Standard allegation concerned a foster carer who was said to have a large
extended family. The safety of children in this foster home was an issue because of other family
members who were alleged to have criminal convictions, including offences against children.
Some allegations were also made against the foster carer directly.
These carers were first approved in 1981. Allegations against the extended family first came to
light in 1991. The fostering panel considered the carers in May 1992 by which time the
concerns about them had been considered. The panel recommended their approval as long term
carers at that time. There was a further review in 1993 after further allegations but no evidence
found to substantiate any concerns.
Comment
In both these cases, these carers have been subject to an approval process. The process itself,
whereby a panel's recommendation could be changed by a senior officer, has itself been altered.
Concerns have been investigated, and in one case this has led to de-registration for the carer
(termination of approval). It is regrettable that procedures for approval were not tightened
up earlier but we are clear that this has now been addressed.
Voluntary Child Care Organisations
The Evening Standard dossiers reflect concern that one particular voluntary child care
organisation providing volunteer advocates to visit children in Children's Homes had been
infiltrated by paedophiles. If this was true, then this is extremely important and illustrates
another "back door" whereby people wishing to prey on young people can get access to them
round the back of standard Local Authority procedures. The details of this organisation and the
Evening Standard allegations have been passed on to the Department of Health and it is our
expectation that they will take a rigorous position in relation to this (and any other organisation)
in checking how robust, or otherwise, this organisation is in relation to its recruitment of such
volunteers.

rnis case, however, raises an obv
ious and extremely important gen
eral point. That is, that across
the country there are many such
organisation doing extremely goo
d work with young people and
with the growth of the Children'
s Rights Movement, the demand
for independent visitors and
advocates is likely to grow. Anyon
e can set up a "voluntary organi
sat
ion", recruit volunteers and
work with children. If they are
not competent organisations the
y can easily be infiltrated mother "back door'. The qu
estion that this particular cas
e
rai
ses is, how robust is the
regulatory and vetting framewo
rk within which such organisat
ions wdrk?
We are told by Department of
Health that the following circul
ars define how voluntary
organisations, police and consul
tancy checks should be carried
out:HOC 42/94
LAC 94/22
There is undoubtedly therefore
a framework which Local Au
thorities and Voluntary
Organisations could work within
jointly to ensure that the potential
for such problems occurring
in the future is reduced.

assanunemintima
That all Social Services depart
ments review their use of suc
h voluntary
organisations and agencies and
discuss with those organisation
s how they
recruit, supervise and monitor
the quality of work of their sta
ff. We urge
all Local Authorities to establish
a simple "contracting system"
which would
include a specification of req
uirements, and a process of org
anisational
audit. This might involve, for
example, one Authority in the
cou
ntry, in
,Nhose area the headqu
arters of such organisations exi
sts
agr
eei
ng with that
organisation to be lead in checki
ng the organisations' professio
nal practices.
We are sure that all such org
anisations will see this as a
valuable
confirmation of their organisat
ional strength and not as someth
ing onerous
and to be rejected.
C_onclusiona
We have concluded above tha
t allegations of organised abu
se were investigated but not
substantiated. With regard to all
the other matters, the overall pic
ture presented by enquiring
into the allegations concerning
the abuse or neglect of children
is one where there was no
strong ethos of promoting chi
ldren's rights and protecting
children at risk. The welfare
of young people, particularly
those in residential homes, rec
eived insufficient time and
attention at management lev
els and children were not aff
orded basic standards of
accommodation or care.
The reasons for this are partly due
to the inadequacy of personnel pol
icies, addressed elsewhere,
and partly due to the failure of ma
nagement. Chapter three describ
es an organisation wherein
lines of communication and accoun
tability were confused and where
specialist management or
expertise was lacking, hence creating a con
text within which management ina
ction (at a number
of levels) could persist. The lack
of any sound infrastructure for sup
erv
ision, accountability and
proactive management created sim
ilarly inadequate and unstructu
red responses to vulnerable

MISSING FILES

MISSING FILES
There were a number of ref
erences made in the Even
ing Standard to missing fil
specifically the allegations
es, but more
were that information had
be
en deliberately withheld or
been removed and that thi
that files had
s was with the knowledge
or at the instigation of, Se
The cases involved allegati
nio
r Managers.
ons of misconduct and ab
usive behaviour by reside
there was concern that they
nti
al staff and
were being protected.
Initially, three specific ca
ses were cited as gross ex
amples of files going missi
provided in the Evening Sta
ng-, detail was
ndard dossiers but Islington
were aware of the main thr
allegations and initiated an
ust of these
independent inquiry. The
allegations were:-

ChildA
Residential log book missi
ng
Residential files - withheld
Social work file withheld Fostering file withheld by

- deliberately hidden by res

idential staff.

by a Senior Manager.

only made available to Polic

e after pressure and subter

fuge.

Senior Manager.

Child $
Information withheld from
Only partial files shown to
Specific information never

Police.
Police - selected informati

on edited out.

shown to Police.

Child C
Social work file lost containin

g key information and allega

tions against known abuse
rs.
Other allegations which ap
peared in the Evening Stand
ard dossiers which have no
been made available to Isl
t previously
ington were as follows:Child D File material rel

ating to network and o

Much relevant material ab
out alleged abusers was mi
ssing from files shown to
inquiry.
on

SMILE
A photo showing an injury was removed from the file.
A letter detailing erious concerns was missing.

could not be pursued because the child's file had

Allegations against a
gone missing.
Child G

Information about a vulnerable young
properly to Police and other departments.

was not maintained and communicated

Child
Social Worker's notes about the suitability of a staff member as a proposed adopter had
gone missing.

Childi
Child's residential files missing, where child made allegations against a Residential
Worker.

QUI
Reports on the state of children's Residential Homes were withheld from the
Neighbourhood Services Committee.
Camment
The outcome of any investigation into these allegations would need to determine whether or not
there was evidence of collusion. In practice, this would mean whether it could be shown that
staff had acted deliberately to withhold or destroy relevant information which could be used in
police enquiries and court proceedings against staff. The alternative would be that there was
significant incompetence and inefficiency, leading to files being lost and papers being misplaced.
The three specific cases referred to at A • C above were the subject of an independent
reported in February 1994 andlareport was in turn
investigation by
presented to the Borough's Social Services and Health Policy Sub-Committee on March 15th
1994. 1111.11111111IMPreport refers to these three cases identifying the children involved as A,
B and C. This report has followed this form of reference.

as

Further detail of the allegations did appear in the Evening Standard dossiers, but
was
lid not have access to these dossiers. Nor indeed did Islington Council.
herefore not in a position to enquire into all the questions that the Evening Standard's allegations

subsequently raised. 111111111111
. wrote a general report on these issu
es which did not specify
all the primary interviews which
lehad undertaken.
We have sought access to
records whic.heihas provided in
Howeverhas not been able to pro
general terms.
vide the specific detail of individ
ual interviews because of
the original promises of confident
iality given to interviewees. We hav
e not undertaken primary
interviews to re-cover this groun
d as regards child A and Child C,
but we have undertaken
primary interviews in relation to
the allegations surrounding the cas
e of child B.

ChddA
The case of this particular child
was subject to two independent
reviews. The rust was
commissioned in 1992 and was und
ertaken at the same time as an exstaff member was brought
to a criminal trial. Various allegat
ions refer to a number of different
files which existed in
relation to this young.,
The author of the first independent
review was 1111111111111 The firs
t report was commissioned
by Islington because of serious con
cerns about the case planning pro
cess. In particular there
were differences of view between
staff which led to delay and confin
ion, and ultimately to a
situation where plans were not in
accord with the Authority's duty
to protect Child A and
promotelewelfare.
The table below identifies those
files that were identified and see
independent reviews and also
n by each of the two
clarifies those staff interviewed
by the second review in
furtherance of the independent inq
uiry.

Seen By
itepfort _1 L3.92
1st Residential Some papers
Home
Diary Entries
2nd Residential One case file sub
sequently
Home
4 volumes of senior log.

Fostering File One file seen
fostering
application)

itemhdiMMOM

&mut Feb 1994

Staff Interviewed

Early file missing. Too
early to be critical in case.

None

Log book initially missing. He
ad & Deputy of
Subsequently found by
Residential Home
deputy and given to Assistant
Director.
Assumed it was available to
Court.
Did not see. Assumed it
went to Court.

Neighbourhood Saw volumes
3,
Office family file

o

Neighbourhood Received and see
n part way
Officer ring
through Inquiry.
binder

0

Supervision
Notes (missing

Fostering Officer

Social Worker

Head of Home
Supervisor

firm conclusions as to the reasons
41111110111111111 enquiries did not enable Oil to arrive at any
did not find that the 2nd residential home had deliberately
for various files going missing
withheld relevant recordscould identify no reason for the supervision notes going missing.
awas clear that many relevant records had been taken to Headquarters or had been in the
possession of Headquarters staff butareport states thatahad no reason to believe that they
had been deliberately withheld or misplaced.
The differing reports of the numbers of the different sorts of files and the timing of the first
independent review have created confusion which three years on is difficult to clarify. The first
access to files was affected by them being needed at short
independent reviewer felt that
notice prior to the trial. Those preparing for the trial felt that they were hindered by the fact of
disposal.
the first independent reviewer having the files at
The different accounts appear contradictory or at least confusing in terms of the total number
of files which timid have been available at that time. However, we interviewed Islington Police
who were clear that their main concern in relation to the trial was to have the social work file
to
available. They cannot be clear what was in files they did not see, but they have no reason
believe that any residential records could contain information which would have been critical
to the prosecution.
The social work files were held and used by the Social Worker at the local neighbourhood office.
It was these social work files which could have been critical to the criminal prosecution and it
was these that the Police were anxious to obtain. Although there was a delay, they did obtain
them in advance of the trial. The Police have told this Inquiry that the trial ultimately ended part
way through but that this was unconnected with the availability or otherwise of social work files
or Social Services records. Therefore, we have not initiated any further primary interviews as
regards this matter.
enquiries led him to conclude, among other matters, that the "filing system was
chaotic" and that the 'standards of recording were poor". In chapter two, we identified that a
total of seven independent reviews and enquirers had commented on the administrative systems
,
in Islington and the problems arising from some under-investment in this regard. In addition
in
held
files
tial
confiden
Warialehas learnt, and has reported to this Inquiry, that many
the Assistant Director's office were destroyed by mistakellikhas also reported to this Inquiry
that a "master set of child care files was inadvertently destroyed in May 1993".
report concluded that "there does not appear to be any deliberate withholding of infonnation or
obstruction of other agencies"
Comment
We have accessed all the information available to us and analysed it as well as we can.
Unfortunately the trail is now very cold and without repeating the detailed brief given to MN
111111111116, including primary interviews with all concerned, we cannot be certain that Islington
work was
did (or did not) properly investigate these matters. It is a pity that
not able to be more specific two years ago.

ol v
At this distance, it would be impossible
to prove any deliberate attempt to wit
hhold information.
However, there is a lot of evidence
to the effect that atiminktrative sys
tems were poor, files
could be moved between personnel wit
hout proper tracking systems, and tha
t the maintenance
of comprehensive records was not a
high priority.
In respect of the criminal trial in 199
2, and the information available to the
Police at that time,
the Police are of the view that they ulti
mately received what was necessary
for their purposes.
11111111111as an independent review
er also saw a whole range of files abo
ut
this
case, although
did feel some papers were missin
g, but he did see considerably mo
re files than
4111111111111111111
Islington Police told us that they had
no evidence of collusion among Soc
ial Services staff in
Islington. They also told us that they
do not think that the collapse of the
tria
l was related to the
absence of some of the files. Undou
btedly, some files did go missing and
it appears that this
happened at Assistant Director lev
el. However, on the basis of the abo
ve, and especially on
the basis of our interview with the
Police, this Inquiry condudes that
there was no direct
evidence of collusion, but considera
ble evidence of confusion and poo
r management of
written records.
Child B
The Evening Standard made allegat
ions that information was withheld
from Police who were
investigating a suspected paedophile and
suspected abuse of a child in Islingt
on's care. Police
and 1111111111) Social Services sought acc
ess to the ex-employee's file and to
the child's file but
important information/papers wer
e allegedly "withheld". Given the
seriousness of these
allegations, we carried out our own
interviews with
Police,
Services and the senior officer involv
Social
ed from Islington.
The request for information from
Islington was conveyed in a letter
to a senior officer in
Islington in April 1992. At the time the
relevant staff in
(inv
estigation team) met
with the Islington officer, only part
of the information requested was ava
ilable. This did not
include the key elements which wou
ld have been of most assistance in
the inquiry.
Subsequently, Islington provided
more information as requested, som
e was provided in
correspondence, some was provided
at a second meeting Some informatio
n was never made
available:the original of a letter
a specialist therapist's report
some information/dates from a reside
ntial log.
The Islington officer stated theta/coul
d not trace this outstanding informatio
n andlialielieved
it to be missing, not traceable.
The investigation team have no way
of knowing if it was ever on the files
they saw, or whether
the senior officers they met had eve
r seen or had possession of these pap
ers.

The senior officer in Islington wrote a lengthy internal memo in November 1993 in which
3aid:"believedilhad seen the letter from the child's mother on the file but could not be certain
slid not believe that the specialist's report had ever existed There was a discussion between
the worker and the specialist but no direct interview with the child and the worker's note of the
scussion was on the file".
g...
There was no formal representation to Islington from either the Police or framin
Social Services to the effect that they believed they did not receive full co-operation at the time.
They were concerned however when information they sought was subject to delay or was not
could
available, partly because they were told "off the record" that some information which
receive
did
incriminate staff had been removed from key files in Islington. Ultimately they
most of the information they sought but felt the process was time consuming, and unhelpful.
They also had expectations that there would be detailed records in respect of a number of matters
according to the standards obtaining in their own authority at that time.
The following year, staff from both agencies contacted the Director of Neighbourhood Services
in furtherance of his "missing files" enquiry. They
and were interviewed by
made representations to the effect that Islington's records were poor and did not contain key
after
information. In particular, "there were not records pertaining to specific incidents
the
to
this
23.5.1986. They were surprised that these records did not exist and reported
independent inquiry".
There appears to have been an expectation of full co-operation on one side, and on the other, an
xpectation that full details of the ongoing investigation would be given. In fact, both sides were
disappointed and each had their expectations met only in part, but each went as far as they felt
ion that was not available appears to
.he circumstances could warrant. Ultimately, the informat
lave been a function of the poor standards of recording and tiles that existed in Islington at that
time.

Conclusion
The central question is whether or not the London Borough of Islington deliberately withheld
key information. Our view is that they did not, and nor do 111111.111111.Police have any
evidence to support this view. It is undoubtedly the case that the process whereby
information was provided was unhelpful and frustrating and it is easy to see how
suspicions arose that this may have been for reasons other than inefficiency. Given the
potential seriousness and implications of the allegations, the Islington senior officer could
and should have sought the whole file from the Neighbourhood Office from the beginning.
ould then have identified relevant information at the onset instead of trying to
undertake this through the offices of a neighbourhood manager. This was a serious error
part.
of judgement 0

Child C
A social work file in respect of Child C went missing. The Evening Standard alleges that this
included disclosure statements (allegations thatePhad been abused). The Social Worker went
(nissing at the same time. The implication was therefore that the social worker had gone
life,
nissing, taking the file with The file related to just over a year of this young

late 198 and the whole of 1990. In 198
9, the young had left a residential sch
ool
;Tlacement about which
had expressed a lot of unhappiness and give
n
som
e
indi
cati
ons
of
inappropriate behaviour by staff.
It would be reasonable to expect that the peri
od after the move would be the time that this
child
felt able to confide more detail ofexperienc
es togilSocial Worker. Such allegations
can
sometimes pave the way for a criminal inve
stigation but without the file there is no way
of
knowing whether this was so in this case.
There were a series of complaints made in
respect of this young'.and these were sub
ject of
an independent investigation. The investig
ation undertaken by 11.111111111111in 199
3/94
reported that "the Social Worker failed to
return to work after Christmas (1990) and
was
believed to be offsick Informal enquiries Imr
e followed by formal measures and the mat
ter was
passed to Industrial Relations. It took time
for it to become apparent to the Department
that
the
Social Worker had left without notice. Som
e files were missing from the Neighbourhood
office
and it was assumed that the Social Wo
rker had failed to return them. Steps wer
e taken to
retrieve the files without success."
The Social Worker who disappeared was
someone who only had been employed for
a few
months and was not named in relation to any
other allegation or concerns. The worker and
the
file disappeared at the same time. The worker
is known to have gone abroad and attempts
have
been made to trace. The London Boroug
h of Islington considered, with its legal adv
isers,
what action they should take, including whe
ther to involve the Police. It is not clear to us
if the
were involved but a representative of the
soci
al
wor
k
auth
orit
y
in
that
country was made aware of the worker's unp
rofessional behaviour. There was corresponde
nce
between Islington and relevant social work auth
orities in 11111111111111110 but the response
from
these enquiries did not enable Islington staf
f to establish any direct contact.
At the time of
enquiries, the independent investigator and
the independent
person had already submitted their reports.
revi
ewe
d
muc
h
of
this work in so
far as it was relevant to missing files but
initiated no new enquiries. 111
1111111111....1
conclusions were that "this was a regrettable
incident but it is difficult to think what Islin
gton
could have done to anticipate it, or any new
procedures that would prevent a recurrence.
It may
point to the need for better security, but the
hope must be that the incident was a bizarre
and
one-off event."
,Snalysu
There is no evidence that the disappearance
of this worker andlinfile were in any sen
se
part of a wider conspiracy or that it was
orchestrated by others with something to
hide.
Conclusioa
The social worker who disappeared, assu
ming
also took or 'lose the file,
unprofessionally and irresponsibly, and with
out a proper duty of care to the information
possession and gained thraigheprofessiona
l activities. In such a situation we would
expect
that Islington would have undertaken as pro
active a series of enquiries and actions as
soon
is possible. Islington did take some acti
on in advising the
Social Work

Department of its concerns but we believe that they should have involved the Police from
both countries from the outset.

QikezAlleutinna
As indicated above, some allegations made by the Evening Standard which had no connection
with these three cases but which none the less raised issues about the availability of certain files
or papers and questions about how or why they had gone missing.
)

Material Relatinf to Network Abuse and Organised Abuse
t •
children, inter-agency
individual
both
to
relating
material
of
amount
large
a
There is
working groups, and Islington's response to these allegations. The specific allegation is
that much material was missing from the files that were shown to the original inquiry.
A review of these particular issues was not specifically within the terms of reference for
the original inquiry. The issues have been subject to review since by the SSI and have
also been reviewed in relation to this report. There is no evidence that relevant material
was withheld from the ACPC working groups convened to look at two major cases of
alleged network and organised abuse, and the availability of comprehensive information
from the neighbourhood office is commented on in the minutes of the inter-agency
meetings. The SSI confirmed that their understanding is that "these matters have been
full), examined by inter-agency working groups under the auspices of Islington ACPC."

The allegations made in the Evening Standard were that a letter to management was
missing, and a photocopy of a photo of knife injuries was missing from information given
to the original Inquiry (conducted by 1111.111/1/011111/1/1/1. The original allegation in
the press was that a young shad been knifed byllesuspected pimp whilst in the
Children's Home. The young gama was interviewed by 11.111110111 and lila
111.111111.. They have told us that there was no dispute as to the fact that an attack took
place involving a OIND acquaintance who had a knife. A number of details differed
between the Evening Standard allegations and the information given to the In
including where the injury was sustained. However, there was no doubt that an attack took
place, and no doubt in their minds that the residential establishment was insecure and thus
unsafe. Thus they did not consider the photo would have added to their concerns about
this case which were already very high. The original photo was in the possession of the
and
did not see it, and on the basis of the above we have not
parents.
initiated any specific enquiries as to where the photocopy of the photo was at the time of
their Inquiry.
The other allegation was that a warning letter to management was missing, but the
allegation was not clear as to whether the letter was missing from the tile or the papers
given to the Inquiry (or both). The Evening Standard dossier contains a photocopy of this
letter, which identifies a number of concerns about this young III and the residential
home in which". wds placed. It was dated June 1991, and after this length of time we
have not initiated any specific enquiries as to its whereabouts. However, the concerns
and 111111111111
identified were all reflected in the review work done by

The implication of the letter goi
ng missing was that management
had sought, or may have
Fought, to remove evidence tha
t they had been told how bad thi
ngs
were in the residential
home. The letter was sent to the
NOSS who was responsible for
the Home, who told us
tratvisited on a monthly basis
and spoke with staff regularly
.
He
nce the responsibility
for the standards within the Ho
me was clearly with the Head
of Home and the NOSS;
similarly, other managers were
responsible for reviewing the car
e
and protection afforded
to the young They remain ful
ly accountable and this canno
t be diminished by the
absence of this particular letter.
Allegations Against a Head of

Home

One ex-resident, now an adult,
has made allegations against a
head of home but the file
which existed whenlitwas a chi
ld in the children's home is mi
ssing.
Any allegation involving serious
abuse and made to a member of
departmental staff should
have been reported to the Police
by the staff member concerned
. The file evidence would
not itself provide the basis on wh
ich to initiate criminal proceedin
gs although it may have
provided the basis on which to
make further enquiries. However
, it would be possible for
the victim to approach the Police
to report the incident(s) even now
. The Superintendent
has been subject to a review as
detailed in the chapter on specifi
c personnel. It appears he
was one of a number of staff wh
o were allowed to resign once con
cerns had been raised.
G) Information AboutVuln
erable Youns III wit W
ithheld from Police and
Agencies
The allegation in the Evening
Standard was that a young la
from the London Borough
of 111111 was placed in an
establishment run by Islington
but that, when
missing, re evant information
went
and papers were not passed on
to the Police. This was of
particular significance because
the Police later established cle
ar evidence of the young
involvement with a paedophil
e ring Enquiries have been ma
de with both the
London Boroughs of Islington
and Hackney, but the original
ass
ert
ion - that the young
was placed in an establishment
run by Islington Council - is inc
orrect. adid use a hostel
run by a voluntary body which hap
pened to be in Islington's area
but this was not with the
knowledge, nor was it the respon
sibility, of Islington Council.

is

um

Social WorkersNotea ahont_a_P

ronesedAdoption

The allegation made was that a
staff member was an unsuitable
person to adopt a child in
care, but that the Social Worke
r's notes about this had gone mis
sing.
The young person in question
is one of several whose care and
welfare have been the
subject of enquiry and review sin
ce it became clear that they were
named in the Evening
Standard dossier. In this case the
re was an allegation against a sta
ff member, who then
became subject to an investigation
. The staff member left
The Social Worker's' concerns
are thus reflected in subsequen
t events which attracted
appropriate management attent
ion in relation to an investigation
even though the notes
Themselves may not have bee
n available. Whether or not the
notes went missing, the

been limited. It is not possible to
impact on subsequent case decisions would have
ing, if they did. However, the need for
comment on the reasons for these notes going miss
been identified by previous reports.
more. secure and robust administrative systems has
inistrative service is discussed later.
The need for further examination of Islington's adm
e

ial Hom
Resident ClaimettAhuseby Staff at a Resident

abusive behaviour on the part of more
The Evening Standard alleged that a resident alleged
who left more than 10 years ago, are
than one staff member but the files of this resident,
said to be missing.
ent when challenged and left VII
The staff member in question admitted the incid
but there
Islington's records state that the Police were involved
employment
while such an outcome was possible
was no disciplinary process. Islington are clear that
be different today and that the matter would be
10 years or so ago, their policies would
dealt with through a disciplinary process.
some two years later. 111111111111116
A second allegation implicated a second staff member
Islington's
ed. It is not
as investigated by the Police, charged and prosecut
records state that
ing after some ten or more years.
possible to investigate the allegation of files going miss
e systems need to ensure that the
However, as commented on elsewhere, administrativ
security of files is assured.
That Reports were withheld from Cnmmittei

J)

ribing the poor state of Islington's
The Evening Standard alleged that reports desc
bers.
Residential' Homes were kept from Committee Mem
rhood Manager in respect of one
III November 1992, a report was written by a Neighbou
review sub-committee on 5.1 T.92.`
particular home which were not submitted to the case
by a member of theinspection team
Similarly, reports on a number of residential homes
and whether this was an isolated
were not presented to Committee. Why this happened
erns about the Homes, this is
incident is not known. However, given the conc
unacceptable.
Analyst'
was an organised attempt within Islington's
The basic question to be addressed is whether there
information about staff and to impede or
Neighbourhood Services Department to withhold
subject to allegations of abusive and/or
prevent proper investigation into cases where staff were
native would be that the records and
criminal behaviour towards children. The alter
poor standard that files could not be
administrative systems within Islington were of such
inadequate and incomplete. There is no
maintained in proper security and that records were
there is significant evidence to support
evidence to support the allegations of collusion, but
ms.
files" were a feature of poor administrative syste
t he assertion that "missing
ations of network abuse for example,
addition there will be some matters, including the alleg
have had proper cause in furtherance
sere a number of officers in different office bases will

7n

of their duties to review file ma
terial, and indeed there is eviden
ce that some reviews were
undertaken by staff in headquar
ters. To move files between off
ice
s safely and track them
efficiently requires a comprehen
sive and robust administrative sys
tem such as did not exist in
Islington.
En relation to the above issues, the
refore, it is necessary to be clear
that in such circumstances
it would be extremely difficult to
prove intentional loss of or remova
l of papers.
There is significant information fro
m a variety of sources to the effect
that the administrative and
filing systems in Islington suffer
ed from very limited staff time.
Fil
ing
was frequently very out
of date; the filing task was sha
red between different staff, mi
sfiling was not uncommon,
administrative and secretarial sup
port was extremely limited or non
-existent.
One report identified a lack of
administrative and clerical sup
port "to a gross degree". In
addition, the Neighbourhood Off
ice system would have increased
the fragmentation of available
records between local offices, res
idential establishments, specialist
services such as fostering,
the Personnel section, and their
policy advisors and Senior Ma
nag
ers in the Headquarters
section.
Conclusions
It is clear that there were anumb
er of cases where the subsequen
t enquiries by Islington at the
time should have been more pro
active. Some allegations go back
so many years that it is now
impossible to determine these ma
tters or achieve any certain conclu
sions.
It is not the intention of this report
to minimise the seriousness of rep
orts or files going missing
for whatever reason. Even files
that go missing through admini
strative failings or oversight
create a serious situation; if papers
go missing through someone's int
entional act, then this would
constitute an extremely serious dis
ciplinary matter. There is, howeve
r, no evidence to support
the allegations of collusion in thi
s way. Where papers or files did
go missing for whatever
reason the issues which were
of concern were still able to be
addressed through other
avenues. Hence the availability
of papers may reflect on the acc
ountability of the Borough in
terms of documentation and writte
n evidence, but would not preclu
de the issues being surfaced
and addressed by staff, both within
the Borough and in other agenci
es.
Administrative systems are a rec
urrent theme in relation to the
concerns expressed about
Islington's organisation and manag
ement. Previous inquiries have ide
ntified that in relation to
administrative systems, work is
needed on:Centralised client index
Security for files
Filing systems
Recording policy and practice
Construction of files
The level of clerical and secretari
al support
.etention policy for tiles
ew technology
falormation systems for key data

In all our dealings with professional services we have expectations that minimum standards will
n
be maintained. The public has a proper expectation that a Local Authority will maintai
accurate, up to date and thorough records of all its dealings and that these will be kept securely
and in safety.
We understand that the London Borough of Islington has recently undertaken a review of its
ximiniltrative service which resulted in the introduction of dedicated reception staff and a 'lead'
administrative officer in each of the 12 neighbourhood areas. We also understand that a typing
service review is being carried out and that a new client index system is being introduced.
Nevertheless, despite all of this, many of the issues raised in the various Inquiry reports referred
a
to, not least of those in relation to the tracking of paper files themselves, refer to the need for
effects
the
today
Islington
stronger and more consistent filing system. We are uncertain that in
of any changes are such as to fully address all the issues listed above.
Recommendation
We recommend that London Borough of Lilington, as part of their new
administrative arrangements, urgently review the arrangements for client
tiles to make sure that a consistent approach is adopted and introduced
across the Council as soon as possible.

CHAPTER SEVEN

THE POSITION TODAY

THE POSTTION TODAY
Introduction
The matters contained in this report particularly refer to the events of the late 1980's and early
1990's, although some go back many years before that. Our report has charted the culture and
organisation of Islington at that time. We believe it is particularly important to complete this
Inquiry by reflecting on the position in Islington today in relation to the many matters already
raised. In Chapter Three we outlined the dynamics which determine the competence or
otherwise of organisations:The political objectives
Organisational strength.
Management competence.
Professional standards.
Personnel policies.
Financial investment.
Interagency dynamics.
The Political Situation
When the Evening Standard articles were first published, Members told us that they had no prior
knowledge of the state of management in Islington Social Services Department and that indeed
in some respects, Member/Officer relationships were very poor, if not at breaking point.
Comments such as "The department had drifted a long way front the corporate centre" and "the
department had developed a reputation for poor management and negative attitudes"
were
made.
Today there is a new Chief Social Services Officer and senior team responsible for child care
services and there is a new head of Neighbourhood Services. From the work we have carried
out it is clear that there is a heavy commitment by the Members of Islington Council to put
things right and to put Islington's sad history behind them. We know of the investment in
residential child care services and the way they have adapted the neighbourhood structure to
reflect the professional needs of a modern child care service. We know from the Chief Social
Services Officer of open access to the Leader and Committee chairs and much improved trust
and credibility existing between senior Members and Senior Officers in the department. We
know that there are for example regular meetings, that there is a 'need to know system" in place
Ind that the Council has spent a considerable amount of time thinking through the criticisms that
have been made of it. It is our view that the department is now very much more to the centre
of the corporate and political management arrangements in Islington and that this position
creates the basis for future strengthening and development of the service.
Organisational Arrangement*
Many of the previous reports outlined in section 2 drew attention to the inadequacies of the
management structure. We have found similar criticisms of people not knowing their jobs, of
-ales and responsibilities being confused, of inexperienced statf
holding management positions
a child care. the position today seems to be very different. in the last six months the Council

the child care management
has responded to these criticisms by making significant changes to
and 1995 are set out in the
structure of the department. Details of the structures in 1990, 1991
tability from top to bottom
Annex One. This new structure aims to create a clear line of accoun
we believe it goes a long
for the professional management of child care work in the Borough and
way to meeting the deficiencies outlined in previous reports.
there are specific posts
There seems to be an unambiguous management and disciplinary line;
ntial child care, for child
in the organisation responsible now for the management of reside
strengthen Islington's
protection, for standards and systems. All of these moves undoubtedly
past in relation to
the
of
organisation and should create the conditions whereby criticisms
not arise.
inadequate management, professional standards and controls should
Management Competencies
posts in its management
The department is currently finalising appointments to all the new
are new and undoubtedly
structure; some are staff redeployed from the old organisation, some
e move and should lead
therefore will not carry the "baggage" of the past. Again, this is a positiv
ng at this time. There is
to stability in the organisation. We would, however, counsel warni
people settle into new
inevitably going to be a period, perhaps for the next two years, as new
different standards and
jobs and as a new professional and managerial culture settles in, that
problems of communication will still arise.
old method of
Furthermore, the criticisms levelled in this report and others about the
in they need
settles
team
organisational change could still stand. It is our view that as the new
development aimed at
to be supported by a process of organisation and management
strengths and develop a
helping them understand their roles, build their management
il will support the Social
cohesiveness as a team. We very much hope that Islington Counc
Service function in that respect.
Professional Standarth
in Chapter two. These
Professional standards have been criticised in many of the reports listed
across 24 different
work
reports draw attention to fragmented approaches to social
s child care practice
neighbourhoods (now 11), to different understandings of the requirement of
tructure of child care
and to deficiencies in training, supervision and the general infras
management.
for this to be tackled and
The new child care structure certainly puts into place the infrastructure
ement team settles down
Islington are to be applauded for that. However, until this new manag
for many of the problems
and systematically works through this agenda, the potential still exists
deal with professional
identified to be repeated. Structures themselves, of course, do not
providing this kind of
practice. We know that there are specific posts in the structure aimed at
are, however, worried that
;upport and would share Islington's view that these are essential; we
a team matures and finally puts things on a totally
- here is going to be a period before such
s of the previous inquiries are yet
- ansfactory footing. We are not sure that all the lesson
'earnt and that practice change has consequently followed.

will begin auditing child
We understand that the NSPCC has seconded a member of staff who
decision making and case
protection and child care files and examining standards of professional
working the equivalent of
recording. This person is outside the line of management and will be
one day per week and reporting to the Chief Social Services Officer.
issioned to revise the
We also understand that an ''expert" in the Children Act has been comm
line in Islington and that
Islington reference group to ensure that procedures are brought into
after children and family
work is well underway on standards for social work with looked
Standards derived from
placements. We are told that Islington is signing up to the Youth Justice
standards on leaving
joint work with other Inner London Authorities and are looking to adopt
the current position,
care along the lines of those produced by the first key organisation. Given
s of previous Inquiries and
it is clear that Islington have accepted the need to build on the lesson
whether one day per week
they have started in a confident manner We are not sure, however,
from the NSPCC will suffice in the next couple of years.
Recommendation
her the
We therefore recommend Islington urgently review whet
rs will
arrangements now put in place for professional audit and other matte
not to
if
and
years
two
next
be sufficient to See the Department over the
make further time available through this crucial phase.
Personnel Arrangements
Islington has created a
This report has shown how the devolved management system in
nel functions is being
fragmented personnel system. We know that further devolution of person
issues in this report have
carried out and many of the problems concerned with the personnel
to personnel matters.
been because of the lack of a tight coordinated and effective approach
It is crucial that personnel records and personnel procedures in child care
and

are managed properly

ommendatioa
of the
We recommend Islington to review and strengthen the management
robust
personnel system to ensure overall control and quality checks are
enough to meet child centred management requirements.
Equal Opnortunitio
polices, including equal
We have drawn attention in this report to the need for all personnel
been told that Islington
opportunities, to be child focused first and foremost. We have
that. Nevertheless, we
implemented the Warner Report thoroughly and have no reason to doubt
changed so as to avoid
ire not at all certain that the equal opportunities climate has sufficiently
Services Officer is still
;ome of the problems of the past. We know that the Chief Social
.inhappy with some aspects of this policy.

Reummendatim
We recommend that Islington Council formally review the equal
opportunities policy in relation to its application to child care in order to
remove ,once and for all, any possible problems that this policy could create
addressing competency and management issues in Islington.
Financial
We know all Local Authorities suffer from particular financial difficulties and we do know that
Islington have invested over i.800k in the refurbishment of residential homes, that they have
closed some units and improved the rest. We know that the Borough has increased its
investments in fostering and adoption and that it now has a children's plan which, as time moves
on, will grow in strength and importance. We trust that Islington Council will ensure that future
investment levels of children's services are at an adequate minimum to avoid the difficulties and
problems of the past.

Interagency Considerations
The main interagency consideration of importance in this field is the role and functioning of the
Area Child Protection Committee which is chaired by the Chief Social Services Officer. We
are told that the ACPC is now working effectively and has a system of reviewing interagency
practice. We are also told that the Neighbourhood Services department has a system whereby
child protection coordinators audit child protection practice, chair child protection conferences
and other Council reviews. We believe that from our discussions with Islington Police, relations
are now much better thna they were a number of years ago and provide the basis for continuing
improvement on all sides.

CHAPTER EIGHT
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CONCLUSIONS
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and how they created
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environment which ma
practices alleged by the
y have allowed the ba
Evening Standard to go
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unchallenged. When
public Islington did no
the allegations beca
t respond as they sh
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ould have on many co
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In Islington's case lau
dable Council policies
had a massive impa
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ct which substantial
ent's capacity to mana
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its professional infra
checks and balances
structure, its interna
and organisational co
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mpetencies to provide
people. Many Local Au
care for vulnerable yo
thorities are similarly
un
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tempted to seek to me
a different emphasis to
rge departments and
their Council policies.
to give
There is nothing wron
to be applauded but the
g with this and indeed
major lesson to be lea
much
rnt from the Islington
cannot be taken with
review is that such ac
out it being carefully
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planned and implem
professional manner.
ented in an objectiv
e and
The Islington case cle
arly identifies the enorm
ous number of "back do
paedophiles could, if
ors" and other means
they so choose, use
that
to
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cess young people. Th
refer primarily to the So
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me principles apply
and indeed any organis
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Department of Health
e very much hope that
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to
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care field so as to ini
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of this country's child
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